Farm, Carden, and Household.
Culture

of

Cranberries.

\ correspondent of the Maine Farmer
gives the following in regard to the culture

cranberries:

ot

Theie arc but few farms on which we do
not find more or less low
boggy land,which
e owner considers
almost worthless. Yet
patch.!>v a little labor, may be made as
■'roiitaov as any part of the farm. Cran'd'1 :, V are
very easily cultivated, and when
'akcu care of. yield abundantly, and
a goou profit on ihc
expense of cultik\
Still I would not recommend maklaulierries a specialty unless most of
ar .and is a
swamp which can be over■vved by living water, as some years the
If you have a
rop may prove a failure.
w w,
-wale, through which ruiisa brook,
.'ii have a
piece of land especially adapted
t ‘t
a cranberry tied, which will pay you
more pet acre, whpii cranberries sell for
•me- -a ;oar dollars a bushel, than the best
..
ei land on the farm.
A piece of land,
•i.taming about an acre, which yielded
.o'hiog but frogs aud hull-rushes, was
w.-d up, the plow running about ten
dies deep, turning up a subsoil of white
-an t
A dam of dirt, was built across the
utict. with a sluice way of plank, and a
-■> that tiie
gat'
patch could be overflowed
vitli water from one to two feet iu depth.
lie land was
kept overflowed one season
kdl “lit tiie weeds. Fariyr the next
spring
gat, w
raised to let off the water,
m’
tinee bushels of cranberry vines
vero procured, and with an old
fashioned
cutter, rut into pieces, two or three
in length, and set out about two feet
The method of planting was as
fl-art.
>fl"'vs
A fence picket was sharpened at
-ne
nd. wedge shaped, a small tuft of the
on tiie sai d and pressed iu
I- .n
-bout an inch deep with the picket aud
cover
stepping on them. The vines
o
"
i’.
rly every place, and in the fall
o
red 'he ground.
The next spring,
■'
.1:
the vii
were in blossom, the gate
ip-F .l.iivi and the patch overflowed for
"k.
Ii there is danger of frost before
rue- ar -ripe they may lit- protected
o
-vertl.m dig
The second season from
-.bout til'\ bu-hels were gathered,
the v ue- spread a larger yield may
Three hundred bushels are
e\p, ted
’'*n gather.-il on one acre.
The object of
*h,
vines when in blossom is
•wing
"id : n used from depositing their
iu tie
b!.i--oms which otherwise
t causi the berries to be
wormy. The
"St of preparing the bed did not
dollars.
twenty-tive
Cranberry vines
1
.11ir,- r eh soil or any dressing—
v
I -quire to insure a
good crop is
m
id.I
>1 wafer, so that all our dress'd’ et’s can be applied to other
v
!
yield best where water may
ii-! two ,>r three inches beneath the
I: i.e e
>f tie- ground.
lit cranberries for a
family may
b e t by hauling aud
spreading a few
"I
old. -m a boggy swamp, aud set■■'ii
tew vines on the place covered
t -.nd
A neighbor had a
swamp where
iv
din'it rrii.-s grew wild, by
sprcailing a
•ads ■: -and on the swamp, lie gathers
'viu-r, he formerly gathered quarts.
■

■

■

■

■

The

Potato

Bug.

dreadful pest, the Colorado potato
'•*-* uis to
making his way steadily
\
I. i-t year these bugs were rei ’I.
h .n Ohio; and reports of incur»os i 111< the northernmost section of our
St*‘‘e
vi:i Canada were prevalent, while
sturdy tillers >f the soil were bold
enough to declare that the “critter” had
e
d r« ached these parts.
These alarms
su icided, however, critical examiu
geiiei
that
the bugs in
dy showing
'ii "ere not. of the dreaded Colorado
!e-. although near
enough in appearto be an .anted cousins.
The pests
hereabouts were not numerous enough,
he!-, o cause extended alarm, hence the
ir11i11g notes soon ceased.
It seems,
'We\ei\ that we are not to escape these
:a ole inserts
Tht-v are reported as liavg
crossed the western boundary of our
»in.;, ed having reached Westfield,
•
reai!\
u* «dt. but
comparatively and
•'••• M'i'e
onsidered too near, county
h;«in a u
a
T the reports prove true,
w*
icty e\j11*<• t to hear of this advance
rod
iiig followed hy a rapacious horde
d
bugs, making their wav eastward
'v
th the r-’t litless viciousness and destruc11es>
d a host of Huns, and breathing
:
ngem. ,■ to potato vines through
ii ! breadth of the
Empire State.
\
ady the sturdy farmers ol hi Chaut.au*
ir'
preparing to i‘\ the invaders, de’. rinm. ! i.*
-top tle irprogress by consignad comers P Hu* lire as fast as they
ing
an
S’ill. such a contest, if
apture them.
'ii- ">
prove t<» be the real Colorado,
:

hat

■

v

v

1

.**ome extent

the.r known great

pertinacity,

and

hopeless, by reason
numbers, surprising

mysterious methods of ini"ion.
For instance, a matter which
in" to be involved in the
greatest doubt
oid mystery, is how they managed to cross
er-. appearing as
they do after a while
n
the opposite bank from that on which
they have born operating. So great a river
the Mississippi, the Father ol Waters,
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Model

Fish

BELFAST, MAINE, .THURSDAY,

Farm.

At the Last.

One of the most successful fish farms in
the United States has been established immediately adjoining the Beaumont Deer
Park, near New Hope, Bucks county, Penn.,
and so satisfactory have been the results
obtained that improvement on a somewhat
gigantic scale are now made. The spot
known as the farm comprises about seventeen acres of land, and was selected because of its natural adaptation to the purpose. At the head of the tract, on the roadside, is the famous “Ingham Spring,” which
flows out from among the roots of a gigantic oak tree in a limpid stream equal by
actual measurement, to over 3,000 gallons
per minute, the spriug branch passing
down the valley through the length of
the farm. At this spriug was first erected
a small dam for water power
supply, and
near by was erected a stone breeding house.
30 by 00 feet, capable of accommodating 1L>
hatching troughs 9 by 13 feet each. Into
and through these were passed the clear
spring water and thence into a series of
ponds, where the fish are now kept, being
in classes according to age.
The process of hatching is interesting
indeed.
A long narrow trough, say sixtyfeet long, has a stream of water passing
through it, with numerous “ascents” resembling falls, as in a natural stream. The
bottom of this trough, or sluice, is of wire
and is covered with pebbles in imitation of
nature again.
The fish clamber up this
trough from the large pond below, deposit
their eggs, which fall through the bottom,
are taken out and placed in the hatching
troughs. As soon as they are about an
inch in length they are placed outside in a
series of pounds 4 by 37 feet, where they
are fed with chopped meat—liver, lights,
and soft meats—and as soon as they begin to eat they begin like pigs to fatten and
grow, and it is astonishing to note lio\\
rapidly. Each hatching is kept in a separate trough, and thence transferred further
and further from the hatching house, until,
upon reaching one to two pounds, they are
ready for market.
Mr. Thompson, one of the proprietors,
states that he began two years since stockHe found eightv-six full
ing the farm.
He bought
grown trout in the stream.
29,000 eggs and 1,000 yearling fish. He
then caught with a fly 1,200 trout at White
Haven, Pa., which were kept alive and
brought to the farm in barrels. He determined, despite the adverse decision of old
anglers that salmon would not thrive in
spring streams, to try the experiment of
their culture.
He procured some ova and
treated them just as he did trout, and the
result has confirmed his most sanguine expectations. He says they are as hardy as
His feed to them
any fish he ever saw.
also is chopped meat.
He ignores curd or
sour milk,
claiming that it makes the fish
weakly and puny. Those I saw in the
ponds, on the contrary, were hardy, lively
fellows, and they darted and flashed about
in the water at almost lightning speed.
The increase of the fish under the treatment adopted lias been prodigious indeed.
As shown above, only 2,2tfii fish were
originally placed in the ponds, and yet
within two years there are about 200,000
fish, large and small, on hand, there having
been 12,000 salmon just hatched, 4,000
nearly two years old ; ifiO.OOO trout hatched
this year, and the remainder at different
An examination of the hatching
ages.
house and the several ponds showed the
fish in three different grades. These ponds
were fifteen in number, six being 4 by 37,
for small fish; six others, 10 by 40, for
yearlings, and throe more. 1C by 125. for
ohler fish.
The water is about four feet
deep, being admitted at one end and passed
out at the other, thus making it a literal
The stock
running stream at all times.
now on

hand comprised

This year’s trout
bast year’s trout
About two year’s trout
This year’s salmou
About two year’s salmon
In hatching troughs

....

ltVi.000
0.000

is,000
O.oou
....

.1,000
1 o.00

Total.

..'05,000
In addition to these there have been sold
this year about 10,000 pounds of trout, the
fish commanding in the New York market
■SI per pound, witli the demand beyond tin-

supply.

Fnglish System

of

Feedinq.

This is the way the l.r»0 Oxfordshire Down
that secured the prize offered by the
Royal Agricultural Society, in ls7t', were
fed :—
About the end of September the ewes are
properly sorted, the oldest, and those
afforded an insuihcient barrier to their pro-, known by the shepherd to possess any particular faults, being drawn out for fattening
gress. as their ravages in Illinois and sectionast of that show.
So great is the purposes. They are then divided into three
bctr inspired by the
seemingly resistless or four lots, and placed on rich, forcing
idv tnce .>f the-e bugs that
agriculturists food for a month. A ram, selected to suit
•u
mtinenf.il Europe have anxiously sent the wool and other peculiar features of the
•o this country
inquiries as to the most ewes given him, being put with each lot.
:i"ter \
point reached by these bugs, and Superior male animals, as required to
whether it is thought there is any danger change the blood, are purchased at Glouit they will succeed in
crossing the ocean cester fair. At the end of about six weeks
ih«- < >1 ; World.
Reports of an advance the rams are taken out, and the ewes run
the pests into Pennsylvania from the on tlie grass until December, hay being
allowed as soon as they will begin to eat it,
West have also aroused anxiety.
It is
and continued throughout the winter. They
emght ’lie bugs may be conveyed to forIgn land" by means of the communicating are then, if the fields are conveniently situated, allowed to feed for a few hours each
Ctica Herald.
day on a piece of Swedes or common turnips; or, falling this, they have a load or so
Liberal Farming.
given them in the pasture.
M:t or Hastings Strickland, of this
The lambs are dropped early in March,
city,
.iberal farmer as well as lumberman. the drop commonly averaging four lambs
< mi the St illwater \
to three ewes. At about a month old, the
venue, about two miles
:i >m lC nduskeag Bridge, he has
upwards ram lambs, with the exception of a few
! 'do acres of land, some 75 of which is
reserved for breeding purposes, are casw and
men
intervale, most of which he trated; and the whole are weaned early in
2:e> already drained, plowed and laid down
July. They are not shorn, but are twice
grass.
Some thirty acres ot his upland dipped, and sometimes powdered also,
CiiHi is infested with white-weed he is during the summer and autumn, and are
»‘"W
plowing. This ground has upon it run on clover and seeds until September.
about three-fourths of a ton of white-weed They are then placed on white turnips,
and other grasses to the acre. This of which they eat uncut, and are
given a libitself, turned under, will of course make eral allowance of hay,—a few older sheep
an excellent
dressing. But the Major does being mixed with them until they get acnot stop here.
He is sowing it with buck- customed to their new food. In December,
wheat and barley.
By September there or sooner, if the supply of common turnips
will be ;i heavy crop. This also he will has run out, the wether lambs are
separated
plow in. About the first of October he from the ewe lambs, and the whole are put
will sow th*:* whole to winter rye, and lay upon cut Swedes. In
January, the wethers
ill down as smooth as a house floor with begin to have about a quarter of a
pound of
tc-rdsgrass, clover and redtop. In addition a mixture composed of equal parts of det » the thirty acres of
grass ground which corticated cotton cake and Indiau corn, and
c* will thus treat, he has about ten acres
in March this is Increased to half a pound.
more in wheat, potatoes &c. which he will
The same mode of treatment goes on until
also sow to rye and lay down to grass forty the Swedes are all consumed,
usually
ores.
lie has some pieces which were toward the middle of
April, when the
laid down with winter rye last fall. Except wethers are shorn and sent to market.
in patches where the ice tarried too late
Mr. To well, like most of his neighbors, is
this Spring, it is in excellent condition. much troubled with foot-rot in his flock.
The rye is in full head now. and there is a As a remedy he uses sulphate of copper and
superb catch of grass.
alum, mixed with common lard. For feedIn t wo years Major Strickland will have ing, linseed is preferred to cotton
cake;
■mo of the largest and best
grass fields in but the latter is found to answer extremely
Maine,
lie will have about 200 acres in well with sheep when
consuming a large
herdsgrass, redtop and clover, and the quantity of succulent food.
yield can average hardly less than 1 1-2
tons to the acre.
Th. Major is making liberal use of RockRemedy for the Currant Worm.
land lime and ashes. He applied to
parts
d In.-- upland last tail,
A correspondent of the New York World
2,800 bushels at a
ost «>i about 10 a cents bushel.
The effect says that powdered white hellebore is a
is wonderful, as shown
by alternate strips perfect specific for these pests if seasonably
W aero
applied and not applied. It is safe and rightly employed, and thus gives his
!•> say that the lime and ashes will
give an way of applying it:
increased yield of about 2-1 of a ton to the
It will not do to wait until the bushes
acre.
are defoliated, but watch them narrowly,
[Bangor Commercial.
commencing early, before the larva; are
Lime for Fowls.
fully grown. The first Indications arc seen
near the ground, or on the lower branches,
Some of our farming friends appear to be iu the finely perforated leaves, on the under
deeply impressed with tile notion that hens side of which will be found numbers of
need no food but corn in some one of its very minute yellowish-green worms, and
forms.
Iiut we ought not to forget that perhaps some unhatched
eggs. No time is
“food” means the material for everything to he lost now—have ready the hellebore
that comes out of the system, and that if previously rubbed
through a sieve, or
any particular race takes up any special otherwise freed from lumps, and passing
branch of manufacture they must have the along to windward of the row scatter with
raw material.
All animals consume more the hand sulficlent to dust the lower poror less of lime; it, is one of the
principal tion of the bushes. It is not necessary
elements entering into the composition of that the leaves should be wet. A
gentle
'he bones, but the lien needs an extra sup- breeze will diffuse the powder
throughout.
lily. The domesticated hen also needs more The eggs are always deposited on the under
than wild stock of any sort, since she is
side of the leaf, and three or four distinct
stimulated to a greater production of
crops of worms appear during the season,
eggs,
in eonsequenee we must
give her more each succeeding one higher up on the
than is contained in the various
grains. bushes which must be looked over often,
The most useful forms in which to
give and if there are any worms renew the aplime are pounded shells, pulverized
mortar, plication. Four years ago my bushes were
and crushed bone. On the whole we preoverrun, and a part of them, with the fruit
Its preparation makes a
fer the former.
Since then I have purou, all destroyed.
good stint for the boys. We object to bone sued the foregoing plan with entire sucmeal if not perfectly sweet; but a good, cess,
having healthy bushes and abundant
sound article is a first-rate thing for this crops of finest currants.
My neighbors
use.
Feed lime most abundantly at the have delayed
longer, been less thorough,
time when hens are laying most freely, aud and lost their
crops almost entirely. A
anticipate, if possible, by beginning early great quantity of hellebore Is not necessary ;
in the season, lest your fowls eat a shelless a light but
complete dusting does the
work.
egg and acquire bad habits.
■
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stein ot the boat and dazed the
eyes of
the boy,- in the bow.
An old gentleman
who was passing over the
that

ewes

Three little words within my brain
Beat back and forth their one refrain;
Three little words, whose dull distress
Means everything and nothingness.
Unbidden move my lips instead
Of other utterance: She is dead.
Here, lingering, we talked of late
Beside the hedge-grown garden gate;
Till, smiling, ere the twilight fell
She bade me take a last farewell.
Those were the final words she said—
But yesterday—and she is dead!
1 see the very gown she wore.
The color I had praised before;
The swaying length, where she would pass,
Made a light rustle on the grass:
There in the porch she turned her head
For one last smile—and she is dead I
Could 1 have known what was to come.
Those hours had not been blind and dumb!
I would have followed close with Death,
Have striven for every glance aud breath!
But now—the final word is said.
The last look taken—she is dead.
We were not lovers—such as they
Who pledge a faith to last for ave :
Yet seems the Universe to me
A riddle now without a key :
What means the sunshine overhead.
The bloom below—now she is dead?
So

new ray grief, its sudden haze
Bewilders my accustomed ways;
And yet so old, it seems my heart
Was never from its pain apart:—
What was and is and shall be wed
With that one sentence—She is dead.

From the

Galaxy for June.

A Fourfold Alibi.

city boarding house is proverbially
addicted to gossip. When, therefore, the
twenty-six boarders at Mrs. Burntash’s
A

family boarding-house learned that Mr.
Anderson, the occupant of the two pair
front, had been found dead on his bed
with a dagger sticking through his heart,
they tell that fortune had been kind to
them in presenting them with a topic of
inexhaustible merit.
For, in the first place, the question
whether the dead man had been murdered
or had committed suicide was one admitting of a vast deal of discussion. Then,
supposing that he had committed suicide,
the investigation of his motive would be a
rich vein in the working of which unimaginable scandal might be unearthed. It,
on the other hand, he had been murdered,
a wide field of
conjecture as to the murderer would be at once opened. In whatever light the tragedy
might be viewed,
it was full of promise to the lover of gossip. So the twenty-six boarders at once
fell upon it, and discussed it all over the
house with tlie utmost enthusiasm.
With, however, two or three exceptions.
'The wife of the dead man naturally did
not join in the general conversational uproar, neither did his brother, who occupied the hall bedroom next to the room of
Mr. Anderson, and who forgot his own
grief in his tender sympathy lor the greater loss of the wife.
Then there was Mr.
Banks a gentleman who was on had
terms with the' deceased, and who quarrelled publicly with him over a question
of politics only the day before the tragedy.
Mr. Banks said little about the matter,
and his reticence was commended and
imitated by Mrs. Stein, a fascinating and
heautilul widow, who had been but three
days at Mrs. Burntash’s but was already
the belle of the boarding-house.
Soon after Mrs. Anderson, entering
their room, found her husband quite dead,
Mr. .fames Anderson, his brother, inlormed the police, and a coroner’s inquest,
was held the next
day. A physician swore
that the position in which the dagger was
found was quite consistent with the theory
of suicide,
Mrs. Anderson testified that
on the evening in question she had left
her husband in their room in his usual
health and spirits, at eight o’clock in the
evening, in order to call on a friend living on the next floor. At half past nine
she returned and found him dead. Symptoms of the rigor mortis were deeply apparent showing that he had been dead
some time.
She vvas sure of the exact
time when she left him and when she discovered his death, for on each occasion
she had glanced at the clock in the room.
She had lived happily with her husband,
and could imagine no reason why he
should have committed suicide. lie had
no enemies, so far as she was aware, although he was not on good terms with
Mr. Banks, whom he disliked, and whom,
he said had insulted him. The dagger
was her husband’s, and was habitually
used by him as a paper cutter. Mr. James
Anderson testified that he knew nothing
of the tragedy until Mrs. Anderson
knocked at his door and cried out that her
husband was dead. He had heard no
noise whatever in the room of deceased
during the evening of his death. Mr.
Banks admitted that he? had quarrelled
with Mr. Anderson the day before his
death, and might have said he “would be
even with him yet.”
If so, it was not a
threat, but an idle remark that really
He had heard of his
meant nothing.
death after the discovery had been made
by Mrs. Anderson, though he could not
remember the precise hour. He was in
his room at the time, and hearing a noise
in the hall came out to see what was the
He met a servant who told him
matter.
Mr. Anderson had been murdered. Mrs.
Stein, the widow, who occupied the room
adjoining the dead man’s room in the
rear, was the last witness, and her testimony was substantially the same as that
of Mr. Banks, with the addition that she
was in the parlor with the latter gentleman from seven o’clock until after nine;
thus establishing an alibi both for him and
for herself. The jury found a verdict to
the effect that Mr. Anderson came to his
death by being stabbed with a dagger,
but professed an inability to decide
whether it was^ a case ol suicide or of
murder. The dead man was duly buried,
his will proved, and his property, the
whole of which was willed to his wife,
taken in charge by his brother as executor, and both brother and widow remained at the boarding house, and maintained every outward appearance of deep
and sincere grief.
J Inis the problem how Mr. Anderson
to his death seemed to be generally
given up by every one as unsolvable. A
week alter the funeral, however, a new
boarder made his appearance; a middle-

came

aged man, apparently unmarried with
plenty of leisure on his hands, and with
a genial, hearty manner that made him
universally popular. Mr. Pryor was not
a detective, as the reader has possibly
supposed, but simply Jin idle man with a
passion for solving difficult puzzles. He
had read the report of the coroner’s inquest, and bad made up his mind that he
would yet discover what the jurymen admitted to Ire beyond their powers of

divination. lie therefore entered himself
in the ranks ol Mrs. Burntash’s boarders,
and immediately proceeded to work out
the problem he had set himself to solve.
His first move was to make the acquaintance of the physician who had testified at the inquest. A slight cold, for
which he consulted him, was sufficient for
the purpose, and he easily led the conversation to the subject that occupied his
thoughts. The physician described the
position in which the dagger was found,
and though he admitted the possibility of
the theory of suicide, he evidently inclined to the opinion that the man was
murdered. He could, however, give no
reason for this, except that a man who
committed suicide by stabbing, would
probably instinctively withdraw his
weapon from the wound as soon as he
lelt the pain produced by it.
Not much was to be gained from this
quarter, and the amateur solver of criminal puzzles set himself to watch the inmates of his
boarding-house. He soon
decided that if murder or suicide had been
committed, one of the four witnesses at
the inquest who resided in the house
ought to be able to throw more light upon the matter.
As for the rest of the
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boarders, he was convinced that none of finitely admire your steadiness of nerve.
them had any possible connection, how- There is no need' whatever that we should
ever remote, with the
tragedy. Being an quarrel, and I.only ask you to he as frank
intelligent, unmarried, and unbelieving as I am. I am not, as you suppose, a
person, he naturally decided that the ap- professional detective. I have, I acknowlparently disconsolate widow was the most edge, watched you somewhat closely, beprobable culprit, if Mr. Anderson’s death cause 1 wished to learn your motive for
was the fault of any one but himself.
He the mistake which you made in your testitherefore made her the first subject of his mony.”
“I may as well tell you the truth now,
investigations.
Mrs. Anderson was not over twenty- or you will accuse me of worse errors
three years of age, and was undeniably a than I have committed. I was examined
She had been mar- at the inquest before Mr. Banks was
very pretty woman.
ried about two years when her husbaud called, and knowing that he would be
died, and in the opinion of all their ac- anxious to prove that lie was not conquaintances at Mrs. Burntash’s, where cerned in the murder, I feared that he
they had resided ever since their mar- might mention a little matter, innocent
riage, was exceedingly devoted to him, enough in itself, but quite sure to comwhile he was passionately fond of her. promise mo. So, to avoid the
possibility
They had no children, and Mr. Anderson and at the same time to prove what you
was evidently in the possession of consid- call, I
believe, ail alibi for him, I said we
erable fortune (his will showed that it were in the parlor
together. 1 felt quite
amounted to somo eighty thousand dol- sure he would not contradict me.
May I
lars).
Everybody spoke well of Mrs. ask now if you have anv further questAnderson as a quiet, well-bred woman, of ions ?”
rather strict, but scarcely puritanical
Mr. Pryor was thoroughly
disappointprinciples. Could this woman have slab- ed. lie saw no reason to doubt the exbed her husband ?
planation which Mrs. Stein gave him, and
Mr. Pryor soon satisfied himself that he w.a.s compelled to
relinquish his
she had not directly driven the dagger in- cherished conviction that she had some
to his heart, for he found ‘no reason to guilty
knowledge of the murder. He had
doubt the alibi which she had proved at mistaken a
commonplace intrigue for a
the inquest.
Had she employed or insti- murderous
conspiracy. Certainly it was
gated some one to perpetrate the crime ! discouraging. In his disappointment he
There was no motive perceptible which actually confided to the woman the
object
could have led her to play so infamous ho had had in
view; begged her pardon
and hazardous a game as that of hiring lor his inquisitive watch
upon her, and
assassins. Her husband treated her with assured her that the secret was safe with
all the devotion that a woman could de- him. It will hardly be
credited, but they
sire, and his death could in no apparent parted on apparently friendly terms. Mrs.
her
Had
slie
a
Stein
was
too
way improve
position.
astute to quarrel with a man
lover, and was his the hand that carried who could do her an injury, and 1 is
out her secret murderous desires P Not a
cynical admiration for her coo] intrepidity
breath of a scandal attached to her name, made him careless of her utter indiffereven in a large boarding-house.
Sire ence to morality.
knew but few gentlemen, and never went
I here remained one
person against
out except in company with her husband whom his
suspicions were now directed.
or his brother.
Mr. Pryor sadly relin- Mr. Janies Anderson had sworn that lie
quished his hope that this exemplary " as in his own room at the time <>t his
woman might be the murderess, and con- brother’s death, and no one had
expressed
tented himself with classing her under the the least suspicion that he was in
anyway
head of “factors eliminated from his prob- connected with it. Mr.
Pryor, however,
lem.”
noted his exceedingly devoted attentions
Next he turned his attention to Mr. to ids brother’s wife, and
accepted as a
Hanks, the man who had quarrelled with possibility the theory that ho killed the
Mr. Anderson. He was a voting broker, husband in order to
marry the wife. The
quite a handsome and elegant young fel- act that the will of the deceased left his
in
a
low, engaged
profitable business, and aitire fortune to his wife strengthened this
a general favorite among women.
He theory,
flien, too, the brother occupied
was a hot-tempered man, torn! of billiards
i room adjoining that in which the
tragedy
and champagne.
He could hardly bo iceurred. Was there a door between these
called a dissipated man, though he was •ooms ? This was a matter to be settled
not by any means a “serious-minded" first of all.
.Mrs. Anderson
person. A very little study of this easily
never
left her room
gauged character convinced Mr. Pryor without locking the door, and as her
that he was not the sort of stuff of which noals were sent up to her, and she
rarely
murderers are made, and he was about to eft the house, Mr.
Pryor wasted some
class him also as an eliminated quantity
ime before he had an apportunity to make
when he accidentally learned that a com- us desired
investigation. At last, howmunicative chambermaid had entered the ever, Mrs. Anderson and her brother-inparlor in the evening to search for some- aw were out together to church one Simthing she had mislaid, and found it unoc- la}' evening, and Mr. Pryor, provided
cupied. She told this not to cast suspicion with a skeleton key, promptly entered the
upon the young man, but out ot dislike to ■oom, and gave it a thorough examinaAirs. Stein, whom she agreed in cordially tion.
There wasadoor leading to the brother’s
hating, chiefly because of her persistence
in demanding a pitcher of ice-water every room, but in front of it stood a
huge
evening.
clothes-press. This must have been in the
Here was certainly a clew at last. A same position at the time of the
murder,
witness at the inquest had committed per- for there was no other
place in the room
What
could
be more suspicious? lor it. The clothes-press
jury.
annoyed him,
She evidently had some powerful motive for it seemed out of the
question that the
in proving an alibi, either for herself or iloor
against which it stood could have
Air. Hanks.
In either case there was been used by a
stealthy assassin. Howreason to suspect that one or the other
ever. he undertook to move if, and to his
was in some way concerned in the
trag- surprise found that it guided easily and
edy—or murder, as the amateur detective noiselessly on its well oiled-rollers. The
was now nearly
ready to call it. (ireatly iloor behind it was locked, hut yielded to
encouraged by this first apparent trace of the skeleton key, and moved as noiselessthe criminal or criminals, he
immediately tv as tile most careful criminal could de
took pains to convert his slight acquaint- sire. Here was a
path which a murderer
ance with Airs. Stein into terms of as close
could have safely used, provided his vicas
tim lay, as the murdered man doubtless
intimacy
possible.
She was a handsome, accomplished wo- Ic'd lain, in a quiet
sleep. A single dark
man of the world,
Iroui
anywhere
twenty- spot on the sdl ot the door caught his atto
thirtv-tive years of age. She had tention. He stooped down and examined
eight
no relations that ever made themselves
it. Some one had evidently tried to
scrape
visible, and was apparently quite alone in the place with a knife, hut the stain was
the world.
It was not long before Air. in too deep to he removed Was it ldood?
Pryor came to the opinion that she was a Could the murderer, retreating to liisown
woman ol unusual coolness and nerve;
room, have dropped this trace of his
precisely the sort of person to play a dan- e'ime. and been unable to obliterate it ?
Mr. Pryor felt a conviction that ho was
gerous and difficult game to a successful
end. He grew very much interested in rglit at last. He eared to make no further
her as a curious study, and while noth- search. Replacing the
clothes-press, he
ing was further from his thoughts than left the room, and went to his own room
the least idea ol sentiment in connection to ponder the
discovery which he had
with her, he paid her such close atten- made.
Was this cold, respectable and
tion that the boarders one and all settled pious brother a iratricide?
if not who
into the conviction that he was desperate- oiled the
hinges and rollers so that noiseless access could be had from his room to
ly in love.
She often showed a rare ability in con- that of the murdered man ? He did not
versational fencing, and could ward off a intend to he led away a second time by a
subject which she did not wish to discuss single suspicious circumstance, hut this
with infinite skill.
Yet she never showed time he could hardly doubt that lie had
the slightest hesitation in talking of Air. discovered the murderer.
Anderson’s mysterious death, ami she did
Unfortunately ho could not see his way
not hesitate to express her opinion that to his next, step in the matter.
With
he had been murdered.
This rather puz- neither the brother nor the still disconsozled Air. Pryor.
Had she any guilty late widow could he hope to establish anyknowledge of the affair, as her deliberate thing like an intimate acquaintance. He
perjury would seem to indicate, she could not listen at their keyholes without
would naturally be averse to discussing tiie certainty of detection, a tact which he
it. and would, at all events, endeavor to greatly regretted ; for, like most men with
foster the idea that it was a case of sui- a hobby, he acted upon the
theory that all
cide. With all his efforts he could draw means were justifiable that contributed to
nothing from her which in any way aided the success of his plans. Ho debated as
him in the task he had assumed when he to his proper course for a
day or two, and
entered the house.
By closely watching then decided that he would confide his
her, he had, however, learned something suspicions at once to the police, and conof her capacities as an intriguer. Latterly tent himself with the honor of
having put
he had been attacked, so he announced, the officers on the
right track.
with Insomnia, and in his restlessness freI lie superintendent heard him attenquently took a turn up and down the hall tively, and then summoning his best deat all hours of the night. These midtective asked Mr. Pryor to repeat his innight walks had not been altogether fruit- formation. The detective, who, unlike
less, and when after three weeks of care- most of his profession, was
really a man
ful intimacy with Airs. Stein he found that
of drawing intelligent inferences,
he had not advanced his purpose a single capable
was inclined to take Mr. Pryor's view of
step thereby, he determined to try the the matter, and recommended the arrest
worth of a weapon that he had hitherto of Mr. James
Anderson.
The superinheld in reserve.
tendent concurred with him, and the
One evening when he was sitting alone
steps to procure a warrant were
with her on the little balcony upon which proper
taken. Mr. Pryor went home much elated
the parlor windows opened, he led the, with the
knowledge that the suspected
conversation to the subject ol sleepless- murderer would
lie arrested in the course
ness. and mentioned his habit of nocol the ensuing evening.
The man was so
turnal prowling.
thoroughly under the dominion ol his one
“It has led me,” he continued, “into
passion, the solution of intricate criminal
several curious situations.
What do you
puzzles, that ho was heedless ot t he pain
say to my having been met in a dark hall and shame that were to he indicted
through
long after midnight by a beautiful wo- bis agency.
man, who, mistaking me for ‘darling
Mr. James Anderson was duly arrested,
Harry,’ embraced me and told me that I and exhibited a coolness
which astonished
had left my watch in her room ? I have
Mr. Pryor. He requested the matter he
never yet decided whether I
ought to have kept a secret from
his sister-in-law if
undeceived her or not."
until the next day, and then went
lie looked straight into her beautiful possible
station.
Here he
quietly to the
eyes as he told this story, and she returned asked to see the police
superintendent, as lie had
his gaze steadily and without changing
a communication of the
utmost importcolor. When he had finished, she said:
ance to make to him.
From an ordinary
“That is hardly a fit story to tell to a
such a request would have been
lady, and I think you owe me an apology prisoner
treated with no attention; but the manfor venturing to tell it.”
ner ol Mr. James Anderson so
impressed
Her wonderful coolness astonished even
the
him, who had already learned to admire lie captain in charge ot the station, that
consented
to
send
word
to
his
superior.
the perfect command in which she held
The latter soon made his appearance, and
her nerves. He was not, however, the
was closeted for a low moments with the
man to permit the aesthetic to interfere
with the practical, so he drew a handsome prisoner. Next, to the astonishment of
everybody, the two drove together to the
watch from his pocket and replied:
house of the magistrate who granted the
“I certainly apologize if I have uninwarrant of arrest.
Another conference
tentionally offended you, and I likewise followed, and at its
end, to the unqualified
apologize for having so long detained the
watch. Shall I return it to you or to Mr. anger and disappointment of Mr. Pryor,
the prisoner was released and sent home
Harry Hanks ?”
in the superintendent’s own
carriage.
She knew that she was in his power,
How had lie secured his release P By
and surrendered with the same coolness
with which she had fought.
simply showing to the superintendent,
“You have my secret,” she said coldly, who was an old aeouaintance of the dead
“though 1 cannot compliment you on the man, and was perfectly familiar with his
means by which you discovered it.
May handwriting, a letter which Mr. AnderI ask what use you intend to make of it ? son had written a few moments before his
You are capable, I presume, of trading death, and the existence of which his
brother, out of regard to his memory and
on a woman’s indiscretion.”
“Let me ask you a question before I the feelings of his wife, had hitherto conanswer yours.
Was it merely an indis- cealed. It ran as follows:
cretion which you committed when you
“Friday Night, 8.30.
“Dear James:—Forgive me, ami keep my
swore that Mr. Banks and yourself were
secret from my pool wife.
Mrs, Stein, the woin the parlor on the night of the murder ?
man who came lo this house three
days ago, I
1 know quite as well as you do, that, the married when I was a mere
boy. I thought she
had been dead for years. She is utterly bad and
parlor was empty all that'evening.”
She has recognized
perfectly
“So you have been
playing the spy in me, and atunscrupulous.
any moment may tell Nellie that I
this house 1
You are, I suppose, that am a bigamist, and that the
man whom she behonorable creature, a detective.”
lieves to be her husband has never been lawfully married to her. T cannot live under this
“Mrs. Stein, you are a very clever and
torture. Take care of Nellie, aud if possible
very bold woman. Upon my word, 1 in- j never let her know the truth. Let her think I

bridge

spans the creek a little distance true.'. its
mouth was attracted by the light laughter
that came up iroiu the boat, and paused
a tew moments,
looking steadily in that
direction.
Whether the young man at
the oars was at the moment too raucti engaged in looking into the pretty face
directly in front ot him or not it is impossible to say but the old gentleman remarked that he was very unskillful in his
management of the boat.

NUMBER 2.

OUT IN THE

CURRENT.

have been murdered. For though I point the
knife to my heart, it is the tiend whom I married long ago who drives it home. Henry.”

The Lovers

The superintendent sent for Mr. Pryor
the next day and told him that Mr. James
Anderson had conclusively proved his innocence.
“Lef me advise you,” he continued, “to leave your present boarding
house at once. You are liable to arrest
tor breaking into other people’s rooms;
and it you ever breathe another
suspicion
against anybody in connection with Mr.
Anderson’s death, I will have you arrested
at once tor burglary.
If you have any
business of your own attend to it, and
leave eavesdropping and saying to men
who are paid tor such dirty work.”
So far, Mr. Pryor has followed the
superintendent’s advice. Had lie read the
suicide’s letter he would, however, never
have rested till he had found out why Mrs.
Stein did not establish her right to lie
called Mrs. Anderson and to inherit Mr.
Anderson’s property. Why she remained
silent must be left to conjecture. As to
the suspicious oiling of hinges and rollers
in Mrs. Anderson's room, her acquaintances were well aware that she had a
peculiar detestation of the noise made by

Niagara Falls, July 7.
Since the day before yesterday the prin- the Niagara.
Now, at this point, less than three miles
cipal subject of conversation in Ihc country for a hundred miles about has been from the cataract, it is possible to row
Not only is it possible,
the tearful descent of the rowing party, across the river
swept over the cataract on the evening of but, as a matter ot constant occurrence, it
is considered comparatively safe.
But in
the 4th inst.
from the American side, leaving
Every species of exaggerated rumor crossing
has been given wings and impromptu cor- the p:er near the Erie depot, it is necessarv to row up the river as far as the end
respondents have hourly rushed from the
hotels to the telegraph office to send then- ot Grass Island, and there to cross, still
little series of contradictory despatches to pulling diagonally up the stream and
the papers of Toronto, Buffalo and Roch- bending to the work tor dear life when in
the dark-looking waters pointed out from
ester.
Every person one met on either
side of the river, from the ‘-oldest inhab- the shore as
THE CHANNEi. OE TIIF. Cl RKENT.
itant” to the ‘-latest arrival” was the sole
possessor of reliable information concernOn the other hand rowing from the
ing the personnel of the victims and the Canada shore, you still pull a long way
incidents ot the disaster.
up the stream before you venture to diYesterday I went to Chippewa, whence agonalize across.
the unfortunate voyagers set saii, and
Down below the mouth of the Chippewa
there 1 learned all that may he known to- Creek, some twentv rods awav, there
is a “river fence.” beyond which the
day of their sad story.
currcr'. sets with fearful force toward the
T1IE TOWN OF CHIPPEWA.
It you follow the river up from Clifton, rapids.
The old man watched the boat moving
on the Canada shore, for a distance of
three miles, walking sometimes ankle along in a direction diagonally down the
stream and heading lor outside ot “the
keep in water, sometimes leaping from river
fence.”
lie loitered hack and
hillock to hillock over a spongy moof the
for
caught at the

From flip New

chafing hinges,

and
always guarded
it. wherever she lived, by a lavish
against„:l

o
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Niagara.

York Herald.

While the old gentleman was looking,
the boat, floating with the current, though
little impelled bv the oars, passed out into

railing

and finally climbing up a long,
curved ascent, deeply shaded, to the
open,
hot, dusty road across tiic country you
will ultimately arrive at Chippewa. A
poor, struggling lmmlot, consisting of a
lew deserted brick
building m three
sides ot a little open
place; a fa Tory, or
mill, the machinery of which stopped long
rass,

An

Earthly

Paradise.

A large number of men
spend thenlives in seeking for an earthly paradise,
or in other words men travel all over the
globe striving to find a place where all
the conditions of climate, soil,
productions, <fcc., are entirely favorable for
health, ease, happiness, and long life.
And do they tind such a place?
No. In
our view no such earthly
paradise exists
upon our planet. Undoubtedly some sections and some climates are more favorable for persons not in robust health, and
also there are places where the products
of the earth are yielded almost spontaneously, without toil, where frosts never
chill, and rains never drench; but, are
such places desirable for a permanent
residence? Not usually. We have wandered considerably in various directions,
within the last quarter of a century, and
no fact is more
unalterably fixed upon our
mind than this—that earth contains within
her boundaries no place where the conditions are wholly favorable tor ease and
The law of compensation
happiness.
holds good, everywhere. It we cross Hie
Atlantic ferry to England, we have a
milder climate, short winters, a rich soil.
In summer the fields revel in rank luxuriance, and you dwell as it were in the
midst of a garden tilled with a profusion of beautiful flowers.
But consider
the short days and long, long nights in
winter; the long, long days and short
nights in summer; the fogs, mists, rain,
sleet, mud, in which you live nine months
in the year.
One day of our bright
American sunlight is worth a whole month
of the best sunshine they ever experience
in Engiand.
If we go to France or Italy,
we tind what are considered
very mild
climates; but it one wants to sutler from
cold, let him spend a winter in either of
these countries.
With the thermometer
a score of degrees below zero, we have
never been so thoroughly chilled in Boston, as we have in Florence, Home, or
Naples with the mercury above the freezing point. Our tight, cosey, comtortable !
dwellings, warmed by steam or hot air.
more than compensate for the
eompara- |

tively

milder

temperature

of those

places,

with their cold, stone houses without suitable apparatus or fuel to warm them.
do to Florida, that land of orange blossoms. beautiful birds, bright suns, and
radiant, skies, according to Mrs. Stowe.
Well, some portions of the winter months
are undoubtedly
delightful in Florida, lint
for a permanent resilience, consider the
terrific heats of summer, the absence of a
greensward, so pleasant to the eve. and
in its place, sand, the glare of which is
blinding; consider the insects, the fleas,
mosquitos, etc., and also the snakes and
ugly eptiles, which abound in the woods.
And tin'll those long, trailing masses ot
dark moss, which interlace and cover the,
trees; this feature of the scenery to our
eyes is extremely disagreeable.
Many
profess to admire this tuneral moss pendant everywhere among the trees, but if
we owned a group of live oaks and a
homestead at the South, we would remote
every trace ot it. if possible.
(do to California: there we tind a mild
climate in winter, and the soil produces
an
abundance ot fruits, flowers and
grains. But it must be irrigated, as no
rain falls except in winter
The green
earth becomes thoroughly parched in
summer, and instead of clouds holding
moisture, you have clouds of line dust
which permeates everywhere, rendering
existence at times almost unendurable.
The droughts which occur in California,
together with the high winds and sandstorms which prevail in the vioinitv of
San Francisco, would deter us from seeking a permanent home in that section,
[Boston Journal of Chemistry.
Ait
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depths
foaming abyss
now
yawning beneath them.

rear.

THE

COMEDY OF LOVE.

The trio drew near the door and saluted the landlord smilingly.
The latter
bowed politely, and stepping back threw
open I lie door of the little public parlor,
on the. left of the hall as
you enter. The

gentleman

young

wanted room- tor him-

self, tor the young lady and the little fellow. the iadv’s brother, and they all wanted a nice supper.
Then lie asked it there
was
any jeweller in the place, and was
directed to a little -hop near by, kept bv a
Herman
He ran over there to get hiwatch an American lever in a line gold
case -repaired, and before he came awav.

bought a set ot jewelry, consisting of earrings, brooch, Ac., for the young lady
whom lie hail let! al the inn. The iewel-

ler took the

repaired,
patron.

number of the watch to he
and asked the name of his
The voting man answered that

Ills

NAME

W

\S

MVi iRMti l<

ami afterward in conversation stated tint
lie had lived in 1 tetroit.
Returning to the hotel the young mail
soon presented himself before the
proprietor, with the girl on his arm and the
little tel low at his side, and asked for a
boat as they wanted a row on the river.
Mr. Plummerfelt at onee explained the
danger ot attempting the passage of the
river, and told them finally that he would
let them have a boat only on condition of
a promise that they would confine themselves to the waters of
THE CHI ITEM

A

CREEK.

deep but sluggish stream, which here
empties into the Niagara. They all promised readily and rowed merrily up the
creek.
Near tin; distillery—less than hall
a mile above the village—
they were seen
“rooking” the boat after a most reckless
fashion and amid peals of laughter. A
boatman near the shore saw that in their
excitement they did not notice that the
a

j

bridge

support, bis face grew deathly pale and
he trembled like an aspeh leaf
A little
child crossed Hie bridge and looked at him
curiously. Then an old woman followed,
and he asked each of them if
they knew
who was in tlit boat that was
going logo
the falls.
j over
The woman looked seared, as though
ago, and which presents a broken roof she
thought he was crazed. The child
and unglazcd window frames to the eleran
awav crying.
1'his man was one of
ments, and, perhaps, two dozen detached
wooden structures of different sizes and three who saw the boat alter it left Chipand while it still retained its form.
in various stages ot decay.
In fact, the pewa,
usual Canadian town, where the buildIN Tin: u a pips.
ings when the slow process of construcAs the water fence was
passed and thf
tion ceases begin a rapid dilapidation; current
was hearing them
along swiftlv
where moss grows on the roof and doorspecks ol troth dottc-d the water. The
ot
the
house
step
completed yesterday: girl looked from these beyond and caught
where there is no nerve or rerve in anyglimpse of the white foam and mist
thin!;: where transplanted energy dies, thrown now and
again high in the air
and where everything seems stillborn.
along the crest ot the first rapids. She
uttered a cry and pointed in tin* direction
“THE ROYAL BRITISH AMERICAN”
II itcl is one ot those sad looking struct- <>t the first line of descent above (loat
Island. Ilcr lover looked over hisshoulder,
ures, long and low and dirty white in
and an expression ot horror must have
color, and broken down about the eaves,
with a sort of apologetic angle, and a settled upon his taee. There was, doubt
less, none of tin* bright color in the girl's
general expression ot self-abasement. It cheek that had made
her the admiration ot
was to this hotel that on the evenin'*1 o!
the rustics in the village she was
leaving
Thursday last a little company came to behind
a short half hour before. Her
play a merry comedy. A little after five lover only one ol
the
oars
with
frantic
grasped
o'clock on that evening the landlord, Mr.
William Tlummertelt, standing in the haste, and with both hands In* thought to
turn the boat in the middle of that curdoorway of his inn, observed a group of rent
running like a mill-rare. He looked
from
persons chatting gaily, approaching
the river road. They were three. The then, apparently, for the other oar—looked
in the bottom of the boat and on
every
first a young gentle man of about twentvside frantically. He had lost the oar in
two years ot age, beardless, and with an
he moment ot his first appalling horror.
open, boyish face, carried a heavy valise.
By his side was a very pretty young girl, HE HAH PKOPPEP ONE OAK IN THE W VTEK.
ot apparently eighteen, tashionahlv dressed. and attended hy a little fellow ot ten and it was carried away in a second besound, down in the
sight and
or a dozen years who
brought up the yond of the beyond
of the

boat was rapidly filling, and that if they
continued their sport it would soon sink,
lie rowed out to them, showed them their
danger and assisted to hail out their boat.
They returned to the hotel delighted, and
the young gentleman drew a large mil of
crisp new bank notes, wrapped up in a
piece ot newspaper, front the hip or “pis
tid" pocket ol his pantaloons and handed
Mr. Plummerfelt an amount something in
excess of what he owed,
saying, careless-

among journalists,
spondent of the St. Louis Globe writes as
follows:
“How odd it would appear to-day if an 1
i.^^r
».
n
iiri,
»* c
.iihiii .'i,n
jt; vit.it
t.i v
»\ ll<*11
editor of the Evening Post should he a i.>
that
is
used
l will pay you more.”
up
fire-eater! Who could fancy William
Cullen Bryant killing his man on what is Several persons saw the money then in
of this gentleman, and one
absurdly termed the field of honor? And possession
note was noticed as of the denomination
yet the first editor ot the Evening Post, of
$10ii. The entire amount has been
William Coleman, did the very thing.
The story is thus told: When Philip variously estimated at from $200 to $1 ,.riiin.
THE MARRIAGE LICENSE.
Hamilton, eldest son of the celebrated
Alexander Hamilton, who was atterwards
Before retiring on Thursday night the
slain by Aaron Burr, was killed in a young
gentleman asked where he should
political duel in Hoboken, in 1801, Cole- apply for a marriage license. He was inman bitterly denounced dueling as a barformed that he would have to go to
barous practice. And ye,, two years Welland, the county seat, in order to oblater, lie accepted achallengt irom Cheet- tain one. He then made arrangements
liam of the American Citizen, but was for a horse and
buggy, with which I" tide
prevented from fighting by the interfer- over on the morrow.
ence of the authorities: Judge Brockholst
Before noon he started, accompanied by
Livingston ordering out a posse comitatus the young girl, whose little brother was
to that end. Cheetham’s friends declared left behind.
During the absence of the
that Coleman was instrumental in causing lovers the landlord at intervals chatted
the arrest, and reflected severely on the with the child.
latter’s courage. Capt. Thompson, the
AN KLUI’EMKNT.
harbor-master, publicly stated that Cole“Ts that pretty lady your sister?" asked
mam could not be induced to
fight, and, Mr. l’lummerfelt.
to prove the contrary, the journalist
(he
“Yes, sir,” said the boy.
had no other recourse in those days) sent
“Where do you live whgn at home?”
a cartel to the captain.
The meeting was
“At Toronto.”
arranged in the most secret and myster“And where does the young gentleman
ious manner.
A well-known surgeon
received an anonymous note informing live ?”
“He lives in the States, sir; but he used
him that a carriage would be found in
to live in Toronto,
lie lived there a little
waiting for him at Bowling Green on a while.”
certain evening for business of great im“And so he and your sister are going
portance. The surgeon, having gone to
the spot designated, was at once driven to be married ?”
“Yes, sir.”
to the neighborhood of what is now
This was on Friday, the 4th of duly.
As
soon
he
as
arWashington square.
rived on the ground ho heard four shots, In the afternoon the lovers returned, their
and getting out of the vehicle, discovered faces radiant.
“Can you give us a cold lunch, landby the moonlight, one man supporting
another, and several persons at a little lord, and what shall 1 pay you tor the
distance. These men went away at once, horse ?”
“The horse will be §;!, sir,” and Mr.
and the man supporting the other resigned
the latter to the surgeon, saying that he Tlummerfelt brought out a lunch of cold
meat, bread, cheese, ale and milk.
was badly wounded, and
leaving direcThe three sat down. They ate hut little
tions where he should be taken. The
doctor stanched the blood as well as he meat, but drank freely of the milk, and
lunch
could, and drove his patient to the place left the ale untouched. After the
mentioned. The wounded man proved they all whispered together and laughed
to be Capt. Thompson, who, after declar- merrily, and soon after they left the hotel
and walked down to the creek.
ing that he had been honorably dealt by,
One of the villagers noticed, as they
and requesting that no prosecution might
be undertaken, fell into a comatose sta’e passed out from under the shadow ot the
and died in a few hours. There was no inn, with its eaves, as humble as Uriah
doubt that Coleman had killed the captain Hoop, glinting in the sunshine, a dark
in a duel, and yet no legal action was cloud suddenly obscured the sun, and they
taken, and the journalist continued his seemed to walk as if under a dark canopy.
(When they obtained a boat, however, this
duties without interruption.”
time free to go where the pleased and
under no restricting promise to the landFather, why don’t we ever see any faces at
lord, they turned its prow down the
the windows?” asked a son of his father, as
stream, and the sun came out from behind
they were passing an insane asylum.
Bethe cloud and lighted up the waters and
cause their heads are all turned,” was the affectionate father’s reply.
threw a glory about the fair girl in the |
--
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...

,,

darted down the first

crest

rapids

The boat
of rocks, the

swinging about; a moment she
lost to view, and then came swinging
on, seeming to point toward Cedar Island.
Then she rose on the point of a great
loam-covered rock and darted down bow
foremost, as though steered by invisible
hands. From the new tower the poor
wretches, who had gone s<> gaily forth in
the stern
was

the frail cockleshell were seen clinging to
each other in the bottom of the l»oat. Then
cloud of mist and spray veiled the whole
from sight, and lor an instant only, just
under the arch of the rainbow over the
cleft ot the Horseshoe Fall, the end of the
boat protruded from the foam and mist
another instant, for the space of the light»>inpr’«j tlash. two black fragments of the
breaking boat were seen, and that was
all.
flu* waters hid all else, and have
continued to hide ail, save a lew Iragmerits ot the boat, which wash ashore beneath the cataract.

Finest

Church

in

America.

St. Patrick’s Cathedral, on Fifth avenue
and hist and .V'd streets, and extending
back to Madison avenue, will he the finest
church structure not alone in New York,
hut in the western world
Begun in ISos

by Aiehbishop Hughes, all work on it
was suspended, from the outbreak of the
war to the beginning of IStil ; then it was
resumed, and the grand building, oeetipv
ing an entire city block, is now about halt
limsfled. Knormous granite blocks constitute its Inundation*.

<

>n these rise* the

graceful yet grand superstructure
Cathedral, which is constructed all

*.t

the

tine
With its rich decorations. it>
marble.
rose window, its lines of foliated tracery,
its clustering (iotliie pinnacles, its wealth
of ornament, and, most ot all, its lnlty
twin spires, piercing the skv f a height
above everything else in New York, it
closely resembles the world lanums ('atheIt will lie the largest,
dral at Cologne.
the costliest, and the most beautiful church
in the lbiited Slates; its total cost exceed
ing st'J.bf 10.(lih). Kvervthing in its const ruction is paid I<>r before it is used
I’he towers at (lie corners will be d.’s
At this enormous height; more
high.
than 100 feet higher than the -pile ol
Pearl street church i:i this city: the figure
of a man would look small. As the church
stands on the highest land in that part >d
ot

New York, the workmen (they must carry
steady heads) who finish oil the spires
will have a grand view ol the city, the
Sound, the I'absades, the country about,
and the unrivalled hay at the south. The
church itself, built in pure white marble,
the most beautiful ol all material lor such
a structure, will present
most giaeelul
and harmonious mapping ot outlines, and
a
world of columns, capitals and ornamental tracery.
Across the front gable,
over the entrance, there will extend a row
of niches with stautes ot saints and
martyrs 7 t-g teet high. Above this will
he a large rose or circular window dll feet
in diameter; “a splendid
blossom of
(iotliie tracery, with lot) shafts ot marble

radiating from the centre and holding
triangular pieces of painted glass.” Towards the construction of this grandest

and most beautiful of American church
edifices all the Catholic churches in New
Il will probably be
York contribute.
finished four years hence, or in seventeen
years of actual working time, allowing
for the suspension during the greater part
of the war.
Similar churches in Kurope
were hundreds of
years in building.
[Hartford Times.
A Terkii'.i.e

Ai

t

lonica, Mich., gives

aik.

the

A

letter from

following details

of the death of La Mountain, the :eronaut
When luliy half a mile from the earth,
and when the whole structure looked no
larger than a hogshead, the balloon stopped between the ropes and was instantly
The car and the occupant
inverted.
dropped like a shot, with the most terrific
velocity, the unfortunate man clinging to
the basket.
That he was conscious was
evident from his struggles; with all the
intensity of life he sought to rise the
basket above him, evidently hoping to use
it as a parachute.
Ho succeeded in his
object, but when about 100 feet from the
earth he loosed his hold, folded his hands

and arms before his lace, and his leet first
struck the ground with a dull, heavy thud.
Then ensued a panic and uproar in the
crowded multitude; women fainted,strong
men wept, and the canvas came Hying
Some
over the crowd like a huge bird.
one cried out to get out of the way, as it
would fall with crushing force. Then the
cry was taken up and a general rush made
for safety, in which many were more or
less injured. La Mountain was crushed
into a literal pulp. A medical examination disclosed the tact that hardly a whole
bone was left,—many were ground and

splintered

to

powder.
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The

Mystery of

the

Goodrich

Murder

Cleared Dp.
New York, July 11,
of Charles (ioodrioh Is no
longer a mystery. He was shot by Minnie Waltham, alias Kate Stoddard, on the
night of the 21st of March. She was arrested on Tuesday.
She yesterday made
a full and
complete confession of her guilt
to the police authoiities.
How that confession came about, and in what manner
the arrest was effected,
appears from the
following statement, made by police Commissioner Jourdan to representatives of
the press at headquarters this morning.
< leu. Jourdan said :
(rentlemen—Since the murder of Chas.
< londrich in March last on
Degraw street,
near .'id Avenue, the police of Brooklyn
have continued a steady and unremitting
The death

caroli

lor the

perpetrator

ot the crime.

Not only has Brooklyn been searched,
hut N. Y., Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore Washington and countless numbers
ot smaller places.
In every direction
men and women have been sent out, following clues that were sometimes slight
and at others promising. The
primary
object ot our search was this woman, Kate
toddard, but so little was known about
her personally, and so
totally ignorant
were we of her habits and
surroundings,
that at the commencement there was
nothing to work upon. The photograph
obtained was an exceedingly poor one,
but we made the most ot it. and had duplicates placed in the hands ot all the officers
engaged in the case. [Here the
General exhibited the photograph, which
exhibited Kate as a pleasant-looking
blonde ot GO, with a moderately full lace,
sparkling eyes, lightsome expression and
buoyant manner.] That photograph indicates a woman in good condition, while
Kate Stoddard as arrested was about as*
Inn and emaciated as
anybody you eyer
saw.
We only succeeded after patient
scarcli in finding one person who knew
her positively, hut for more than six weeks
■titer the murder that person was laid up"ii bed sick.
That person was Miss Mary

Handley, and immediately upon her
her

re-

the search.
Kate Stoddard was met by Miss Handley
n the street
Tuesday last. Miss Handley
was going to New York, and Kate Stodlard was evidently coming from there,
w hen the
meeting by accident took place.
\s soon as she met her Handley
recognized and followed her, till she met a
police officer, whom she induced to make
the arre-t.
It became ot the first imporlance
to
learn where she had come
from, which she declined to reveal. Her
person without concomitant testimony,
• mounted
to little.
The entire city was
searched to find whence a woman had
been missing since Tuesday
morning.
I his resulted in the
discovery that in a
house on High street, between
Jay and
Bridge street, such a woman had been
missing. We had the woman who kept
that house taken to the custom house, and
there she identified Kate as her boarder,
from this woman we learned that Kate
bad been since last April living in ail unfurnished room at the place mentioned.
After discovering the house, we obtained
a locksmith and went to it.
We opened
her trunks and in them discovered the
property of Goodrich, including a watch
chain, finger ring, a seal and a pocket
book with $40 in bills. This is believed
lo he the identical money taken from the
murdered mail. In addition to these aritles a revolver was found in the trunk
with the watch, three ot the chambers of
which were loaded, and three empty,
(there were three bullets found in Goodrich's head.) It need only be added that
Kate is prepared to go on the stand and
make before the coroner a lull and complete confession of the whole matter.
After leaving the commissioner, the reporter learned that Kate, among other
confessions, stated that the
revolver
found in her trunk was the weapon with
which she killed Goodrich.
Every article
ot property taken by her from the
premises she seems to have
preserved. Since
ii.t time of the tragedy she has had a terrible truggle for file, working at times
covery we

employed

on

She has hail money
sewing girl.
nough to buy bread. At other times she
was
oinpelled to sell her clothes for sustenance. hut curiously enough, while thus
it the verge of starvation, she kept the
icwelry and money of her victim lying
■i~

•

*-»ntrpnohpH

in

ltpr

trunk

had

two

trunks, both ol which were taken posses*ion of by the
police. In one ol them was
an immense package of letters from her
lather and mother. These letters show
that her home is at Middleborough, Mass.,
aid that her real name isMinnie Waltham.
The letters are carefully and kindly writn n showing the old people to be full of
solicitude lor the moral and material weltare of their daughter.
There is nothing
it all to justify the supposition that they
new
anything about the crime. Iu adiition to these letters from her parents,
wo were from Goodrich,
making arrangements to meet her.
The letters will be
iead at the inquest, which takes place tomorrow at 10 o’clock.
Flip following is a statement ol the woman herself to the police, relative to the
murder, and how it was committed:
She had been living with “Charlie,” as
she called ihe deceased, and was greatly
attached to him.
He wanted to cast her
off, hut she loveil him so much that she
could not leave him. She entreated on
.her knees that lie would allow her to remain. but In- was firm, and in tact was
•irutal in his treatment of her, and the
Thursday before the Friday on which the
body was lound was the lay fixed for her
o leave him, he
threatening her with all
sorts of things if she dared to trouble him
iiirther. She had remained in the house
ii Degraw street al! the previous evening,
and in the morning, when Goodrich got
up, she again besought him not to cast
He was very angry, and refused
her off.
tier request or to hear her al all.
He then
went into the basement at the front ol the
house, and proceeded to light the Baltimore heater, which was located there,
flic murderess says she loved the man so
much that she could not leave him, and
hat when she saw him determined to
discard tier, she worked herself up to
murder him.
She had one of his revolvers in her
pocket, not the one which the detectives
found lying in the house beside the
corpse, and while Goodrich was stooping
down on one hand and knee in the act of
lighting the heater, she drew the pistol,
and extending her hand toward him, she
■aid, “Charley;” he looked up, and she
shot him three times. These were the
fatal wounds which the post mortem exitnination disclosed.
After she commitved the murder on Thursday morning she
waited all day and night in the house

watching it.
< >n
Friday morning

she had occasion to
go to New York, and early that morning
he washed the blood from the face of the

murdered man with a towel, which she
ifterwards wrung out, and which was
tound damp by the police. She it was
who fixed the eorpse as it was discovered,
mid when she had done this she went
over to New York for something or other,
and was about to return to this house that
Friday evening. She came over on the
Fulton ferry, and she had but fairly put
tier feet on the street when she heard the
news-boys crying out, “Extra, murder of
Charles Goodrich.” She bought a paper,
returned to New York, and the rest is
known.
bhe states:

“1 killed

him lor

love;

1

'•ouldn’t part with him.”
A reporter
was informed that Kate
Stoddard had attempted to commit suicide,
tie went to the police authorities, but they
denied any knowledge of the matter
Coroner Whitehall however said :
“She lias not
there is no doubt

tunity presented.

attempted suicide, but
she would if an oppor-

She has begged and
ever since she has been satisfied
that her guilt was proven to be left alone.
There is a woman with her all the time,
•aid on repeated occasions she has made
this request, urging it with tears in her
eyes, ‘Leave me alone if only for a few
minutes, for God’s sake,’ she said, and
asked the woman in charge to take pity
on her.”
This is at the second precinct station
house, in the captain’s room, where she is
confined. She will not be left alone, a
female attendant watching over her day
and night. There are some features in
the woman’s history and her deportment
that seem to justify the belief already

prayed

prevalent in

certain

quarter? that she is

insane.
The daughter of the lady' at whose
house Kate resided, stated she came there
in the second or third week in April. She
said she was employed in New York and
wished a private room. She used to do
light straw work. She made hats very
prettily. She used to go to work every
morning and come back at evening regularly for the first month or so, till three
weeks ago, when she did her work at
home, and took it over in parcels when
finished. She never had a friend call or
received a letter. We never saw her associate with any one. She spoke of her
relations, but her story was false, as we
have learned since. She said her father
lived at Trenton, N. J., and that she intended to visit him on the 4th of July,
and we expected her to go, but she didn’t.
She used to bring her meals to her rooms
and eat there. Some bread, pickles, etc.,
were
found by the police yesterday.
Sometimes, however, when she came
down for hot water or anything, we
would ask her to eat with us which she
did. I should judge she is from twentyfive to twenty-eight years of age.
She is
slim and thin featured, has light hair, and
is a perfect lady in her manners. She has
evidently been brought up in good circumstances, from her speech and deportment.
My mother often told me she thought
Miss Waltham had something on her
mind; that she had seen trouble, but she
(Miss Waltham) never told mother orruysell anything of the sort. She was never
iri good
spirits. My brother used to
come occasionally ami read for us.
He
is a good reader and Miss Waltham liked
to hear him.
One day he was going to
read about the Walworth murder, and
she said, “Oh, don’t read that; I don’t
like to hear of murders.” On mother
wishing to hear it, and asking my brother
to read it, she got up and left the room.
With this exception 1 know of no other
case,
she never made any attempt to
conceal herself.
She hail several dresses,
not expensive, but ueat.
She exercised
great taste in her dress, and was always
very clean. Her room was always tidy
aud in order, and we thought her a perfect lady.
She used to hire a piano,
which she played upon. She was not a
good player, but said she was very fond
of music. She never veiled her lace when
she went out; went out whenever she
had occasion to; was lond of going to
Mr. Beecher’s church; she used to attend
On
every Sunday regularly.
she lett about nine o’clock in the
when the police eatne.

Tuesday
morning

Mary Handley,

earns

the special detective,
the reward, which amounts in the

aggregate

to

$3,500.

The brother of the murdered man, W.
W. Goodrich, is at present in Europe.
The affair naturally causes great excitement in

Brooklyn.

The

City of Washington.

The Portland Press of Saturday, has
the following farther accounts from Halifax, Friday, of the wrecked steamer: The
steamer M. A. Starr,returned Friday morning from fhe wreck of the City of Washington, bringing all the cabin passengers,
about 300 of the steerage
passengers and
Dr. Wilson the surgeon of the ship, and
several stewards. All the steerage passengers and 13 of the cabin passengers
were transferred to the steamer
Falmouth,
which sailed for Portland at 8 A. M.
The steerage passengers were very
cheerful under the circumstances, and
took their misfortunes in good part. Man
were dreadfully sunburnt from
exposure
in camping out at Port le Bar.
Capt.
and
his
officers and crew will rePhillips
main at the wreck till all the steerage
passengers are sent here.
Capt. Sheridan has arrived with his
divers at the wreck, and begun operations
for saving the cargo.
R B. Seaton, one
of the agents of the line, is also at the
wreck, looking after the interests of the
company. It is thought the greater portion of the cargo will be recovered,
though damaged. All will probably be
brought to Halifax. The cabin passengers
speak in terms of praise of the kindness
of James Harding of Port le Bar, at
whose house they were so comfortably
cared for, while awaiting the arrival of
the Starr.
On leaving him, they presented him with a purse, in token of their apof
his conduct.
preciation
Capt Doane of the steamer Starr, says
the scene at the wreck when the vessel
broke, was one of extreme peril for the
officers and crew, who were on board of
her at the time. The crash as the immense hull broke in two, was
fearful, and
struck the beholders on the deck of the
Starr with awe.
After the ship parted the M. A. Starr
went around to Port le Bar Harbor. Here
Capt. Doane left his steamer and travelled
on foot five miles to where the
passengers
were encamped. He advised
Capt. Phillips
to get the passengers to walk to Port le
Bar Harbor as that was the only
place
where they could be embarked.
The
steam tug Daisy
brought the cabin passengers around from the wreck to the M.
A. Starr, and after the
steerage passengers had footed it over the country to Da
Bar Harbor, fishing boats were
employed
to put them on board the steamer with the
assistance of her own boats, all of which
was successfully
accomplished by four P.
M., Thursday, when the steamer started
for Halifax with her precious
freight.
The only statement Capt.
Phillips made
was to
Capt. Doane, which was in effect
that he could only account for the accident by the compasses
being out of order,
as he had not obtained an observation that
lie could rely upon during the whole
voyage, and therefore could not correct the
deviation and local attraction. He saw
nothing to indicate the change in the water till tiie ship
struck; he thought that
when the- steamer first touched ground
she was on the south part of
George’s
shoal. He got his boat down and went
on shore to ascertain his exact
position,
and if he could land the
passengers.
Pilots were then procured who aided the
officers and crew in
landing passengers,
which was speedily and
successfully ac-

complished.

STATEMENT OE

COL. PARNELL.

111

1
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As soon as it was found that they
were but a quarter of a mile from shore,
and the water was smooth with no immediate prospect of the steamer’s sinking
The
any deeper, quiet was restored.
passengers were at once conveyed on
shore by the boats of the steamer, care
being taken to send the women and children first. Both steerage and cabin passengers testify to the manly conduct of the
first and second officers in the transfer of
the passengers from the ship to the shore,
but severely condemn the outrageous conduct of the sailors in handling the steerage
passengers. They pulled and hauled the
women and children about as if they were
so many bales of merchandise, ami treated the men in the roughest manner.
“It
is a wonder,” said Colonel Parnell, “that
some limbs were not broken by the rough
treatment received.” One sailor told the
Colonel, upon his remonstrating with him,
that ho was only a cabin passenger and to
dry up. The Colonel drew his revolver,
and told him if he didn’t get into the boat
and take his oar he would blow the top of
his head off, and the man obeyed with an
evil look in his eye.

"republican journal.

Thf. American
Department
at
Vienna. Mr. C. C. Fulton of the Baltimore American gives the latest and probably the most accurate description of the
American Department of the International
Exposition, as follows, in his last letter
from Vienna:
“During our absence the American Department has been thrown open to the
public, and has been pretty harshly criticised by the Vienna press, which, from
the long delay, professes to have expected
greater attractions. This harsh criticism
has had the effect of drawing more gen
eral attention to the American Department, and we found it well thronged with
visitors, and the close inspection of the
articles indicated that they found much
there to interest and instruct. Paris and
London have emptied their glittering shop

attention.

were.

windows into the Exposition, which arc
well enough to look at and admire, but
there is nothing in the American Department of this character.
Everything here
pertains to the useful rather than the

ornamental, and whatever may be the
opinion expressed as to its character by

other members of the American press, I
predict that it will command more steady
attention and reap as many of the premiums p.s some of the more glittering portions of the Exhibition.
The extra wing
erected by our Commissioners is largely
occupied by the different American sewing machines, and they have each attempted to excel the other in the brilliancy
and elegance of the temples which they
have erected for the display of their machines and the exhibition of specimens of
workmanship. They have all the variety
of their machines in operation, and they
are constantly surrounded by spectators.
The knitting machines are especial ob jects
of curiosity to the German ladies, who
imagined that this work in which they are
all proficient could never be better .lone
by machinery. The display of American
ladies’ shoes, which is \’ery tine, charms
the ladies, and the extensive exhibitions
of American dentistry, in both of which
we beat the world, are thronged by that
portion of humanity who have outlived
their teeth. Indeed, if the character of
any department is to be judged by the
manifest interest of the visitors, no American will have occasion to be ashamed of
the display.
That there has been great
bungling and neglect in getting the department in order is evident, and is more
apparent from the fact that, I am assured,
there is still a large number of articles
missing along the road between Vienna
and Trieste, some of which are daily arriving and being put in position.
The American division of the machinery
department is not extensive, but there are
about sixty different compact little laborsaving machines in motion, which always
attract eager crowds of spectators.
All
the different machines used by the manufacturers of shoes are entirely new in this
country and are in practical operation.
So also with the American agricultural
building. It is well fdled with labor-saving machinery, and although not as extensive as that of England, has the advantage of being acknowledged as the
same from which England has pirated
most ot its machinery of this character.
We encountered a great many Americans yesterday, and most ol them had
come expecting to be mortified with our
meagre display, but were all well satisfied, and considering the distance and expense to individual depositors, were rather
surprised at the extent and number of the
articles on deposit.’’
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timber has been cut, it has been found
that the lands become dry and sterile,
and in others, Egypt for
example, where
the absence of timber lands worked such
serious evil as to require governmental
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alarming

passed

an

act at Its last,

session, in

of which a “State

ance

pursu-

Park Commis-

sion” of seven was

appointed to inquire
setting apart large
tracts of wild lands in the northern
part
of the State, among the Adirondacks,
as a public domain, to remain free from
into the

POST OF-

Concentrated Meanness.

expediency

of

the axe of the Woodman.

The purpose

The administration press of the country is a good deal exercised concerning

ot the establishment ot this State Park is

the

of the party before the country, in respect to some of the acts of the

agricultural districts by retaining these
forests lands, and to protect the Hudson

late Congress.
The salary grab in the
past, and the increase of pay for the future, are bad enough; but when this generosity to themselves is contrasted with
their meanness to the people, (here is apparent a spiteful purpose toward the latter.
The most contemptible form in
which this manifests itself is the cuttiug
off of free carriage of newspapers to subscribers within the county of publication,
and of the free exchange of newspapers
with each other, both of which have favorably stood the test of' scores of ^ears. Of
this act Forney’s Press, a
leading adminis-

from the severe droughts and floods which
would ensue from an exposure ol its
sources.
Ex-Gov. Seymour is at the head
of this commission, a position lor which
his earnest labors in behalf of
agriculture
eminently tit him. It is proposed to take
in by this park nearly a million acres, and
thus create a magnificent natural
park,
but at the same time, says Gov. Seymour

not

position

mere

recreation, but to benefit the

and hia committee, “above all other considerations is that of the protection of a
great portion of the Adirondack forests
from wanton destruction, as a measure of

wise precaution and political
economy, is
tration paper, says:—
absolutely and immediately required.”
This question of the preservation ol
Complaint is justly made bv many of our rural contemporaries, that while Congressmen
timber
lands as an agricultural necessity
have been

very generous to themselves in the
of salary, they have been guilty of an
of economy m taking from the
people
the privilege of receiving their county
papers
free of postage and in compelling the same
papers to pay postage on exchanges. If it be
urged, in defence ol llie action of Congress,
that the privileges of free exchange and free
circulation within the county are in effect a
subsidy granted to the makers and readers of
newspapers, it may lie answered that enlightened governments tind it a wise policy to facilitate the spread of intelligence, and even to afford some forms of direct assistance to that oli.jeet. No government now-a-days can afford to
encourage ignorance, most certainly not a Republic which is only successful in proportion
as the citizens are
intelligent. Granted that
the present remission of postage is a kind of
subsidy, its benefits are not confined to anyone class ol people, hut
pvery person who subscribes lor a county paper gains by it in two
ways—his paper is newsier and better than it
is likely to be when the publisher is
obliged to
cut down Ills exchange list, and it costs him
for
t’he State maintains tree
i ostage.
nothing
schoois at its own expense, and die
press is
even a greater agency for the
dissemination of
knowledge and die education of the people iu
their important duties as citizens.
Thus while Congress and the President
matter

1

excess

is one which presents itself to
every farm-

With the substitution of other ma! terials for fuel and building purposes the
agricultural community has become more
and more indifferent to the waste of timber lands and the destruction of forests.
Even here in Maine, where it was once
1

er.

thought that
ever cause

a

no

amount of waste could

want of wood and timber to

be felt, the region along the coast and
large rivers has been almost entirely denuded, while the heavy forests in the
upper portions of the state are disappearing with fearful rapidity.
This is a matter which should receive
serious attention and the benefit of disOur farmers should be awakened
to a sense of its
importance before it becussion.

too late to take effective
preventative measures, and the general sentiment
of the agricultural
community will do

comes

take millions from the treasury to increase
more to accomplish the desired result than
their already large salaries, they
levy upon the people of ilie c mntry, the
restrictions.
legislative
agricultural

and laboring population, a tax of
An extraordinary income must be
twenty cents each upon his county news- rived
by informers and officials about
paper. Heretofore tanners and other cit- New York custom
house, to judge by
izens have received an insignificant renumber ot cases of alleged fraud on
turn lor the hundreds of millions of dolrevenue that have been

dethe
the
the

compromised ol
they pay into the Treasury annually late. The New York
Host menEvening
oi
tariff
arid internal reve- tions
shape
three heavily importing sugar houses
nue taxes upon
everything they eat, drink, caught in the toils, from one of which the
wear, see or use any way, shape or manGovernment claimed $75,000 and accepted
ner, in the poor privilege of having the
$25,000; from another $45,000 and took
weekly paper of their county come to
$7,000, and from the third, of which it
them through the mails free, but
only ap- demanded $125,000, it received
$50,000
Disastrous Fire.
parently tree, oi postage; for whatever and was
satisfied.
a dry goods
Another,
the cosl ol transmission may have been,
Grand Rapids, Mich., July 13.
house, was prosecuted for an alleged
At three o’clock to-day a fire was disthey paid it in their taxes which went to fraud of
$40,000, and escaped by paying
covered in an alley near the Bridge Street
the mail service.
The publishHouse, in a barn located on Kent street, support
$22,000. In all these cases, custom offiers
ol
and it being very dry and a high wind
weekly papers also derived some cials, who
go unpunished, are charged
blowing within a very few minutes the benefit from the postal laws as they exist- with
having aided in the fraud. But it
entire structure was a sheet ot flame. ed, in
receipt without direct postage of may
reasonably be questioned whether
Notwithstanding the firemen were early their
exchanges, and in the facility for de- connivance at a false invoice is worse than
on the ground the flames soon got beyond
their control and spread In all directions, livering their issues to subscribers in their
compounding a crime; and it is difficult
consuming everything in its way Irom counties. Now all is changed. Subscrib- to see in what other
light we can consider
Bridge street up to Trowbridge, and from ers to weekly papers in the counties of
the action ot these government officers.
Canal to Division streets, except the
must pay direct postage, and
If the importers have been
buildings fronting the south on Bridge publication
guilty of fraud
street and west on Canal street, A Gay’s publishers must pay postage on exchang- on
the customs, the law provides the
furniture warehouse, Rice & Teanee’s es. These changes have been made withand by allowing them exemption
flouring mill and two or three adjoining out petition—without a single word ot penalty,
on
of a
lars

ill the

buildings on the south. A quantity of
lumber on a lot next to the Ohio House complaint, troni the people. Surelv this
administration and the Forty-third Conwas all that was burned on Canal street.
About 20 acres of ground was burned gress are entitled lo be remembered.
The
over, and 200 buildings consumed.
loss cannot be less than $300,000. It is
The license experiment in Connecticut, !
impossible as yet to give the amount ol the
past year, has been watched with coninsurance, but it will approximate $200,000. The fire is entirely under control sideralde interest by students of the variami no further damage is possible.
ous aspects ot the
temperance question.
The year’s returns from all the county
Fight with Bank Robbers.
commissioners in the State, with the exSan Francisco, July 11
At Marysof those representing Litchfield
ception
ville to-day a bold attempt was made to
a total revenue from
liquorrob the bank of Decker & Jewett.
Frank county, give
licenses
of $178,000, which, with
ot
one
the
selling
entered
the
robbers,
Whipple,
bank and presented a pistol at Jewett’s the addition ot Litchfield’s
quota, will
head. Jewett tell down and made his doubtless swell the sum to
$200,000.
desk
where
Mr. Bingham, the
way to the
There were 1726 licenses granted in all,
chief clerk, was writing. Whipple leaped
1660 of which belonged to the $100 elass,
over the counter followed by Bingham,
who instantly shot Whipple in the neck. while only 66 dealers paid $200 for their
A desperate and general fight ensued.
selling privilege. Of the towns reported,
Several shots were tired when the com76 have given licenses, and 73 withheld
batants clubbed their pistols.
Finally
Whipple turned to run out of the bank them ; and as this proportion will probwhen Bingham and J ewett simultaneous- ably be maintained in the remainder of
ly fired upon him with double barreled the towns, prohibition, does not preshot guns, and he fell mortally wounded
vail. In very many of the towns, howupon the sidewalk. Whipple says he had
two confederates, named John Torry and ever, where no licenses have been issued,
W. P. Winkley. They escaped, and of- it is doubtless the case that the
average
ficers and citizens are pursuing them. number ot
where liquor is sold is
places
Whipple is shot through the body in many about the same as before the license law
places
went into force—and this for lack of a

|

sum sufficient to cover
payment
fees and moieties, a premium is set on
crime. If, on the other hand, the import

innocent, as the action of the cushouse would seem to imply, it is
simply extortion to compel them to pay
for the privilege of being let alone. There
ers are

tom

is another case, of a lace

importing house,

where the fraud is estimated at $2,500,000,
which will afford an admirable opportun-

ity for profit or plunder, under the same
system. It is not strange that the customs
officers prefer to keep these doings quiet,
smothering them in the hands of special
agents.
The Lewiston Journal declines to exin regard to Mr. Dingley’s position
on the capital
punishment question. We

plain

sorry for this, because the candidate
position as that of Governor of
Maine, should have no concealment to
make of his opinion in respect to any line
are

tor such a

ol

There surely can be
which touches the interests ol
the people more than the
protection ot
their lives from the
midnight assassin.
Other losses may be recovered. The
dwelling which the torch of the incendiary
has laid low, may be rebuilt. The
ship
which piracy has sunk may be
replaced.
The reputation which slander and malice

public policy.

nothing

Letter

From

Correspondence

decrease in the timber

lands of the agricultural districts ot this
country is a subject to which metereologists have frequently called attention, and
one which cannot be considered by
any

THURSDAY, JULY 17, 1873.

Lieut. Col. Parnell, IT. S. A.—who during the war, was in command of the
Fourth New York Cavalry,
severely
criticised the inefficiency of the officers of
the ship. His statement was, that after
the fifth day out, a dense
tog obscured the
sun, lifting only occasionally, that observations were attempted whenever the
fog
lifted, that a bulletin board was posted on
deck every day for the benefit of the passengers, but that lor days together the
same latitude was posted, with the compass N. N. W. The passengers considered
this a farce, as it was impossible to remain
on a given line, while
constantly sailing
away from it. There were two intelliA Horrible Death.
gent Swedish shipmasters among the cabsufficiently severe public sentiment to enin passengers, who were well acquainted
N. Y., 14. The finding of Miss YVillet’s force obedience to the law. On the
whole,
with the course across the Atlantic, but rat eaten body in 87th street, occasions no
who were told tSmind their own business, little excitement in the neighborhood. although some of the ultra temperance
when they suggested the impossibility of The intolerable stench coming from the people have deprecated the existence of
continuing on a given course, when all the house first led the neighbors to institute a the law and prophesied an increase of
while sailing away from it. On the morn- search. She owned considerable real esrum-selling and intemperance from the
ing of the day the ill-fated steamer struck, tate, and had lived entirely alone, being effects of it, the facts seem to indicate
that
seaweed was seen floating by, and the of- occasionally visited by her nephew and a
the thirsty public has drank no more nor
ficer in charge was asked if that did not few other persons.
betoken near approach of land. He reByron A. Slief, nephew of Miss Char- less than when the prohibitory law by itplied “No! that they were in the gulf lotte YVillets, whose body was found in self was depended upon to restrain its
stream where seaweed was always found.” the house in 87th street last
night in a
while without any additional
twenty minutes to 2, just alter lunch, horrible state of decomposition, appeared appetite,
the ship struck with two distinct
the towns ot the State are $200,000
harm,
at
the
office
and
said
coroner’s
that
to-day
shocks,
and with a heavy tremor, and
began to he first heard of her death this a. in.' The better off than before.
settle. All who were below at once rushed deceased had
brought him up from childon deck, and a scene of the wildest exhood. She was executrix of his father’s
After repealed failures Professors Wise
citement ensued. Children clung shriek- estate. She was of eccentric habits, never
and Donaldson, have tound parties willtheir
to
women
left
her
home
the
ing
parents;
during
cried, many
day time, and
to assume the expenses of their prool them falling to their knees in
prayer, refused to have any servants or any one ing
rushed
to
and
wildly
many
jected ferial voyage across the Atlantic.
fro; find for a else reside in the house with her.
while it was impossible to restore order.
The New York Graphic company, with a
As soon as the ship struck, the sailors
Kentuckey, which, though no longer creditable thirst for
profitable notoriety,
became demoralized, and it was some lit- a bloody, is still regarded as rather a dark
tle time before the officers could sufficient- ground, has done an act of justice to wo- has already commenced the construction
ly command obedience and give the sig- man, which might well be imitated by of a monster balloon tor the use of the
nals of distress.
Three guns were fired, old^fc1 Slates. The late Legislature passed
daring aeronauts. It will be made of cotthe whistle blown and the bell rung, but a law declaring that the wages and comton cloth, oiled and varnished, and will
no attempt was made to land the boats,
pensation of married women for labor and
nor was there any distribution of life preservice performed by them shall be free be attended by a much smaller b^lloou in
servers.
The vessel at this time was en- from the debts and control of their hus- which an extra supply ol gas will be
veloped in a dense fog and the sea was bands. For a number of years past the stored to repay the losses from
leaking,
perfectly calm, to which latter circum- Ipouris of the State have been authorized etc. Messrs. Wise and Donaldson
will
stance the safety ol all on board may be to empower married women, on the joint
attributed. Shortly after the guns were application of themselves and their hus- bp accompanied by one other person—a
fired, a boat containing Cornelius Swan- bands, to act as single women in matters practical seaman, who will make the
burg and William Furgeson was seen ap- of business. The time is evidently not far necessary observations duping the voyproaching the vessel from the shore, and ahead when woipan will have the same
to start about the
was hailed at once
by the captain of the rights as man in regard to property, if age. They propose
20th ot August.
steamer, who asked them where they they do not have better ones
—

The Preservation of Timber Lands.
The

Boston.

of the

Journal.

Boston, July 14.
BUTLER’S CAMPAIGN.
I was rather sorry to see the editorial in your
issue of the 3d inst. headed “Ben Hutlerisin"

What

the Preas Says.

The newspapers haye commented to
some extent upon the case of Collector
Roberts and Ills alleged serious offence

Generalities.
The cholera is abating at Memphis.
The Spaniards

ale

adopting

a

milder policy

with Cuba.

The Penobscot river is being stocked with
against the laws. We copy some of them shad
by the Stale Fish Commissioner.
for 1 had just screwed myself up to the point of* below, that our readers may view the
A whale fifty feet long, wa- driven ashore
going for honest Ben. my level best; and for aspect of the case from all stand points— and secured at Fast Hampton. F. I last week.
several reasons, one being that if you can’t get
From the Boston Post.
A signboard on a tree in Pittston, gives this
what you want yourself, aid your enemy in
A more dashing and brilliant warfare has selwarning to boys who a're out in quest of game.
dom
been
seen in American polities than that
No
the
worst
Gun iN aloud Hear.”
And
in
this
possible.
getting
ease, between
William H. Simpson, Esq., editor and
in choosing between two evils, take the worst,
A
Government
mail agent used teveuty-one
of
the
Belfast
proprietor
Republican Journal,
that good may sooner follow. I think Butler, and Collector Roberts of that port, it is not postage stamps the second time, and not a postmaster
detected
the fraud.
with the help ot the administration, under the sufficient to say that all the piquancy of the contest has been
by Mr. Simpson, for the
A rattlesnake bit a negro boy on the linger,
leadership of our soldierly Post Master, stands event proves supplied
that the right is also on hi9 side;
a fair chance, and though the leading temperwhile the Collector, through an allied newspa- lately, at Hamilton, Ga., and the boy’s mother
the finger off in time to save him.
per. has descended to scurrilous personal at- chopped
ance men staud in awe of him fearing lie may
to finally find himself under arrest on the
There is represented to be great activity in
enforce the laws, which they far from desire, tacks,
very charges by which his
provoked organizing Farmers’ Granges in California.
his chances for the regular nomination are his blundering wrath. Theopponent
accusation of Mr. There are nearly 100,000 farmers in the State.
better than any other man’s.
Simpson was that the Collector violated tlie
law bv engaging in business on bis own acA kerosene lamp, so set that the rays of the
COL. KNOX AND HIS NEW BOOK.
count, importing, etc., while holding an office sun passed through ii and came to a focus on a
I notice, in your Hartford correspondence, iu the customs.
Other irregularities of the window curtain, set a house on tire in Minnemention of a uew book by t.'ol. Thus. K. Knox. same sort appear under his management. This sota lately.
lias been persistently pressed tor many
Having been acquainted with the Ool. for many charge
Charles B. Fuller, a trader in l« bland, lias
months, and as stubbornly resisted by the Colyears 1 can assure your leaders that anything
lector; until now the Government has inter- been urrestsd tor :>n indecent t- uilt ou Ida
step-daughter,
emanating from his pen will be both interesting fered bv the arrest of the offending official. It bail for trial. aged thirteen vear and held to
and instructive. Ifis correspondence from t lie is significant that Robert’s only plea is ignorance
ot lie law. Certainly he is difficult to enlighten,
A man named |>avid >diuv, intoxicated,
army of the Potomac to a New York paper was
Mr. Simpson, whose ability as a journalist of created a disturbance in
Newcombs restaurant,
copied by the press generally the country over. staunch Democratic principle has placed his Portland, Wednesday, and slabbed Prescott
The Colonel was with the party that went out journal among the leaders of public opinion in Hunt, the waiter.
New England, has conducted this contest with
to build the overland telegraph line to
Twenty-five tons of stoves descended from
Kurope, such scintillating wit and constant good humor,
and published a most readable book in connec- as well as with such earnest and unflagging the fifth story to tie* basement of a Chhago
store lately, without ^topping t.> take breath.
that
are
purpose,
congratulations
due
him
tion therewith, which greatly took with the
equally witli the public for the success of his The floors all got out of the »va\
public.
efforts to purify the civil service in Maine.
The Commercial says that Willie Davis ot
SOMETHING ABOUT SPIRITUALISM.
From the Boston Herald.
Bangor, about twelve years old, fell under a
I have just been reading the Danbury News’
For many months the Belfast Collector of moving tram, Thursday, and
mangled his
Boston Correspondence of last week, in which customs has been
persistently arraigned by the toot as to necessitate amputation.
is given a spiritualistic experience of the writJournal of that city for being engaged in trade
A Louisville church deacon lias been investiin systematic violation of the law, and now
er, reminding me of a similar one of my own.
when lie is arrested lie has the cheek to plead gated, because be was in the habit >>i arryui^
a pitcher of beei into the
Now every one who knows me, knows that I
sanctuary every Jsv.
Ignorance of the law, which excuses no man.
and it was the communion pih hei too.
am one of the most skeptical
concerning spirit- Tiiat is too thin, and even the United States
ual manifestations, and will readily believe that officials who took no notice of his wilful transN, K. Sawyer and wife have returned from
can’t fail to see through it.
Jacksonville, Florida. .Mr S. was formerly
1 have seen something wonderful when 1 tell gression,
From the Bangor Commercial.
proprietor and editor of the Filsworth Amen
them that 1 am puzzled. Some ten or twelve
His health has been oenefitted b\ his
The “little how and arrow” of the Republi- can.
years ago, I attended a seance not many miles can Journal have at last
trip.
brought down the bird.
trom your city, and was appointed on a comYesterday, United States Marshal Marble arA white canary belonging t-.- Mrs M *rau ut
mittee ot investigation. The medium request- rested Barnabas M. Roberts, Collector of Cus- the Lake Hotel, North Bridgtou. flew iwuy foi
toms for the Belfast Distriet. Th
warrant uu good the other da\, and <>on alter its mate was
ed u- lo write the names of such deceased which he was arrested
charges him with a v io- lound
lifeless with a thread around its
friends as we wished to converse with, on slips lation ol the revenue laws lie having engaged neck. hanging
111 trade.
Barnabas will be taken to Portland
ot paper, fold them up closely, and lay them on
ami have his preliminary examination before
The dogs arc after the sheep in Perry.—
the table. SVe did so, I writing over and over
United States Commissioner Clifford.
Thirteen were killed there m one night ieceutthe
name ot a deceased telegraph friend,
again
ly: and the tanners thereabouts have lust $noo
rrom the BeK'HHt Progressive
Age.
worth ot these animals in the ame way Huhoping that out of the many, the medium might
United States Marshal, S. S. Marble, was in
season.
pick up one ot mine. And sure enough, among this city, Tuesday, for the purpose of serving a
And now some scientists are claiming that
the Brst she picked up was one of my folded warrant issued by U. S. Commissioner ( I iff ml
of Portland, upon B. M. Roberts ol this
district, instead of being cold, the moon is in reality
slips and without any hesitation wrote the lor an alleged violation of the U. S. Revenue
red-hot—so much so that no living thing known
name contained in it.
laws. The vvarrant was issued on complaint of to our world could «xi-t theiv. Tin iNulaiork1 then enquired if the
spirit of the party was present,and was m dant- d. V McClintock of this city, and charges that the green cheese them \.
the respondent, being a collector of customs
A New Hampshire < lergyman was ill lust
ly answered “ves,” by three loud raps. I en- ami, as such
collecting and disbursing moneys
quired if lie would converse with me and re- oi tile United States, is engaged in trade at Sunday, aud his wile supplied his {,| l(, tuU
herself, ttie local paper says with tinceived promptly the same reply. I then stated
Stockton; and is also engaged in commerce ducting
modesty ot
blushing school-girl, ombme d
being a part owner of one or more vessels, all with
to the audience wliat T had done and
the
ease and dignity of n pulpit veteran.
obmy
of which is contrary to law and
against the
ject. Said I, “this spirit, when in the rtesh, statutes ot die United States. A hearing is to
A brakeman named Ward was thrown behe had before the Commissioner at Portland, neath a train at. the Grand Trunk
was a telegraph operator, and if he can so easirailroad the
some time next week. The
probably,
other
complaint
day by the hr iking of the braki catch
ly rap once for no, and three times for ves, I is based
upon an old law. passed in 179:t, and and both legs were cut ml'. 11- .1111101 live.
can see no reason why he cannot rap out the
which as far as practice is concerned Iris been He
wars old.
belongs at Island Pond and is
telegraphic alphabet, and if so, as I have some considered about the same as obsolete. The
t’ollege commencements arc not dway- occalittle knowledge of that language. I •-an con- penalty is quiie severe: $;i.000 tine and disqualification to hold office. One half the penalty sions of pleasure unalloyed. At Vrassai, lately,
verse with him, and am forever after a
spirit- enures to the prosecutor, which of itself, is a a sweet mis-, agiaduate. fr; etuicd her lower
sufficient explanation ot the motive of the com- jaw in two place-, while deli,
ualist.”
uc u
‘ration
<th at the »am»*
"be medium immediately sprang from her plaint, while party feeling and the course which in German and chewing gum
Mr. Roberts took before the legislature last time.
chair declaring that this committee was so
winter in regard to bridging our harbor by the
'The Boston Journal's \Y isbin
•
spe. i»f
skeptical that the spirits would not respond to Bay & River Railroad company have had some
says Senator Sumner’s health h is been much
them. And she declined to proceed further un- thing to do with it. Whether Mr. Roberts has improved within six month-. He uses hut litbeen guilty even ot a technical violation of this
tle medicine and sutlers no longer from
til they had left the stage. I retired to my seat,
pains m
ancient law remains to lie seen.
his head and spine. He sleeps well and an
still a skeptic. But Irom a little experience I
read and walk without fatigue.
write,
have lately had I am led to think she was unOwing to the absence ol [J. S. ComAt the city hospital, Lotii-y ille, K>
a paticu I
duly alarmed.
missioner Clifford, the case of Collector was doctored with lb o/.. <>t lamb
Mood iuA few weeks since I learned that deceased
into
his
and
veins,
with manifest advantjeeted
Roberts has not yet been aeted
upon, but age. The pulse became -trongei md the beat
telegraphers were nightly conversing in their
it will probably be heard
him
in course ing of the heart more natural.
I’he next morn
by
own mysterious language with their friends in
ot the week.
We learu that the accused ing he still appeared mudi improved.
the flesh, at a gentleman’s house in this dv. I
i he establishment in
of m ageu.-y
expressed a desire to witness the same, and and his counsel are claiming that the* laws of the Slate Prison, for Bangor,
the
ale of carriages,
received an invitation to he present. It is loo ot the United States provide no
penalty harnesses, boots and shoes, manufactured by
State convicts, has rou-ed the indignation ol
long a Story lo tell in detail, but it is true that
lor an officer ol the customs who
engages Bangor mechanic-, who arc signing a petition
live deceased telegraph operators wrote their in
unless
trade,
he be an importer, and calling for a publi-uie, i• n:* to ikv n ti<m n thenames in full in
telegraph characters when that Roberts is
matter.
only liable to a line of
called for—on the floor—on the wash hoard—the
riie cruelty ol type-.
Bv the substitution of
for owning shipping.
Mr. McClintable, and oil a paper box lying tinder a table. fSOn
an “R" for an ‘V the New York Tribune, in
tlie
tock,
on
the
other hand, enumerating tic Ccntennia t omuiis-ioners
All was done in a well lighted room.
complainant,
I'ltc
transforms ihe lion. Joshua Nyeim-, foshua
medium sat in the middle of the room, her arm s says lie obtained the opinion of an emi
Rye; and this i- the re want >1 a ole-ion:; i<folded on her lap, a heavy tapestry carpet well nent legal gentleman ol Portland that the votion to the
temperance tu-c
Bangor < -m*
wadded under her feet, and I could see no way
mereial.
Collector can lie holden for
in
engaging
possible for any deception. One ol the operators trade, and in this
Paul B. ihH 'haillu lias not -u.vumi>ed tu the
view the commissioner
in his day had been a wild youth, and a remarkrigor and perils of the region- bordering .11 the
coincided. Certainly it lias been the prac- Arctic, a- was tcared, nothin.'
having been
ably rapid operator, as many living can testify.
tice ol all collectors, here ami elsewhere, heard from or of him lo -mu time, 'nit w»He was requested by one of his old
companions
uli\c and well at Kart-jok. Lapland near the
who was present to write some word contain- to divest themselves of all interest in trade seventieth parallel *t north latitude, m tu>
Nt of May last
ing nothing but dots, giving us a specimen of and shipping upon
assuming the office,
Ids old style. He on the instant rattled oil a
A Kansas mau allow-hi-- wire tiv* lolimspet
often at great sacrifice.
And it will be
word, not mentionable to ears polite, which
week, with the i»nd- r*tau luig that -be *hai.
il this lias been done in deference forfeit ten cent- tor each -a* •-■cut
strange
button m-i ticwent to show that his advancement in the
spirit to an
same amount for each « tip ot poor
.art
This
imaginary law.
world had been slow, and that il was not lor a
arrangement has been going mi for two year-,
moment presumable that the
lady medium had
David P. Bowe was a member ot the and the day has not yet -line when he -nil 1
claim the tust ten cm
any knowledge ol what was being written.
second congress from Kansas, and
And to show that she had not, vve tried the ex- forty
The hover Observe! -av- that there 1-. m the
is one id the members of the
torty-third well ot l>. MeMregor lone in Ihxb-i. u\».i,
periment of two of us joining hands under the
from that State. According to which has been there jii-l forty six year- tmtable and out of sight of all,
tapping a word congress
summer.—having been placed thcr- bv the
telegraphically upon each other’s hand, which a Kansas paper, during the forty-second present owner ot the pi t- in |-r. When pm
in. the trout was four 1*1 live m. 1 i«- m I- ngth.
the spirits would instantly repeal on the
places congress, he distinguished himself by but is now some more than foot lom
mentioned. I remarked that I would much
demands
for
the
making
following
The Whig says that the body d Ldward h
like to call up-, mentioning his last name
amounts ot “stationery,” which were duly
Lowell, who mysteriously disappeared sever
The medium, who sat at the time with
months ago. and ot whom not even the -light
pencii
and paper in her hand, immediately wrote responded to
est trace has till now been found, wu
Friday
10 lbs tea,.gpm no picked up m the river it
and
FTampdcu. Hi- ood>
it
something,
asked does any
looking at
72 lbs sugar,
:i0
body was unrecognizable,4)111 w as identified bv
one here know who Asa is?
Now, though that 21s lbs granulated sugar,
the name of a sister engraved on a gold ross
:>o 52
1 tiox lemons,
was the first name ol my friend, it had not been
t; on
A man brought to our sanctum this morniu**
2 boxes lemons,
12 00
mentioned, and I doubt if any one present ex- 525 lbs
a very big strawberry and wanted 1 five della,
granulated sugar,
:;t no
cepting myself knew it, and when he died the
notice
without .-barge. WY wen* about
n boxes lemons,
-m
,vt on
medium must have been but a child.
284 lbs sugar,
sidering the propriety ot tin- matter 1- an in
so no
when
if
tha‘
25 lbs castile soap,
vestment,
hnot
appeared
no
p»
only
Many questions were asked and many strange
4S dog stay laces,.24 IX) wanted the advertising tic but intend, d -t|s...
tilings occurred, which time and space forbid
to take away the -trav. b. ■, 1 y with him'
ti boxes lemons,
I -w
an on
~n lbs tea,.4n on tston Journal.
recounting. As for myself, 1 can only say that,
in ills sugar,
7 no
though sadly puzzled, 1 am still a skeptic.
The amount of lime produced by the manu02 lbs castile soap,
2ti 00
facturers in Knox countv who arc repre-nt- .1
-’-Is llis sal soda,
25 00
in tin- Lime A-s.>. nation
in-hiding all bit
10 lbs mixed tea..
20 00
Thk Prices of Clothinu. a corresMe.-srs. Ames w Crockett of Ro. kdand. win
50 lbs granulated sugar,
; on have kiln-) lor the present
n
up t-. the tir-*t
pondent ol the Bangor Whig writing from 20 lbs mixed tea,
40 no
week ill July, ha- been kST.dfit 1-;,- d wind
bio lbs granulated sugar,
h 00
quantity J91.f>72 ask- have I.-- u made in Ro- k
Glasgow, relates the low figures at which 122 lbs castile
-40 To land, ,4,bS(i asks in (’aiinlcu. and It. 'ssoap,
a-ks
goods of every kind, and especially cloth- 40 lbs mixed tea,
pm on in Thoinaston.
T lbs granulated sugar,
HI no
ing, can bo had abroad. He says:
10 lbs mixed lea,
I he day before Barnum exhibited in Lod.
pm no
The prices seem astonishingly low to a ^ an- 250 lbs granulated sugar,
102 00 port, a Medina schoolmaster gave hi- --holarkee. One of our party purchased an entire suit 402 lbs granulated sugar,
a
and discoursed on the evil conselecture,
4su 2s
of clothes, coat, waistcoat and trowser.a
:!50 S4 quences of children going to show-, and h q*ed
(you 255 lbs granulated sugar,
don’t hear anything about vest and pants here)
2 boxes lemons,
12 00 “I have not a single scholar here who will gc
of genuine Scotch tweed, was measured at 9
I barrel sugar,.4S iX)
to see the great immoral humbug."
Hi- inrtit
a. m„ had the garments cut and basted
20 lbs best tea,.:i!l on dice was painfully apparent, the next
and
day.
4 boxes lemons,.21; t)()
ready to try on at 10 a. m„ and at 10 p. m„ the
when, of 2nd pupils, only eight were in their
finished suit was sent to his roams at the hotel!
seats.
Phi* rest yvent to the .-real diow
And the price was sixty shillings—$H.40 in
I'hc little affair in the bank at MarysMr. Lamb of < linton, while at wot
in his
gold. The clothes are as well cut and made as
it could he done in America, where they would ville, Cal., is in refreshing contrast to the garden recently, was bitten bv a bug, which he
describes a- resembling a t-unato t>u
have cost $.'«) to $40.
'shortly
many cases in which robbers have made after infiammation set m with redne.-- .t the
So much for the fact. Will the
Whig bank vaults their easy prey. In this case arm to the shouh er, ami followed by a shortne-s ol breath.
The
mptout- were of
editorially tells us why, in our favored the leader ot the
enterprise encountered alarming a nature that three physicians wen
land, we should pay three times as much men id different
called in succession.
\f
last accounls he wmmettle, and retired with
very yveak and not removed trom danger.
for the wherewithal we are clothed as do
a pistol bullet in bis neck and tour
charges
The Press gives an account ot the chaiupiOL;
the people of ScotlandP There must he ot
buckshot in his body. The chances are beast of the world. Mis name i- Augit-cLii*.
-.
a reason tor the tact, and the
as
Black
an
: is
native ol (iray ha- r-id.-d
that
no more
Port
Whig,
attempts will lie made upon land for aover
a year
and came ne.vr being
ol
administration policy, should that institution by ambitions
exponent
gentlemen of lyuched, Friday, for attempted 1 ap- upon hibe aide to give it.
step-daughter. an infant of 2 1-2 .c,o
It
the “stand and deliver” calling
thought doubttul if the babe will recover from
her injuries.
The only thing that can lie -sai
I'he Second Auditor of the Treasury in
There is a strong probability that the
palliation of the fearful rune. 1-. that Bln. »
is accounted half-witted.
protests of the Democratic journals ot the claims to have discovered that dacub
Mr. Trask, one of the
clerks on the
country will he heeded, and that Judge Thompson, Secretary ol the Interior dur- bigot train, Maine Central postal
road, had a narrow
Thurman will not he made the candidate ing Buchanan's Administration, is $821,- escape on Monday night. Me "topped :lt Bruu*
bOO short in his accounts with the Kovei n- yvick for his lunch, as usual, and started to refor Governor in Ohio this Fall.
He is
turn to the car.
The last he remembered waneeded in the United States Senate, as the ment. It is feared that Jacob lias suiian- an attempt to step into the car
It
pn.oabU
that his foot slipped mid It** fe|} to the around
dered
most
of
the
it
and
will
ablest man there, and there is good
money,
probs.»
him
t-.
miming
much amake him on. on
hope
ably take longer to collect the amount scions. Un becoming on-, imi- the traiu wnthat he may be joined and seconded
by
A flesh wound <*n the bad, M the timid
goiic.
that other brilliant and honest ex-Senator, from him than it did to discover the detieit. is all the injury received.
■
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Phe call for the Democratic State Conhave blasted, may be revived by living Gov. Hendricks, of Indiana. The CinA Church Incidknt
In one ot the
down the falsehood. Bat for the lives of cinnati Enquirer, referring to another vention has not yet been issued, lmt we
loveliest villages in Oxford county the
movement which bids fair to be successful
the loving wife and the
learn that the committee has decided
helpless little
upon thrifty parishioners of a
pretty little ehurch
against Radicalism in the Buckeye State, Tuesday, August 12th as the time, and have
ones which the murderer has
quenched,
recently repainted and revarnished
says:
there is no other earthly existence. Only
Portland as the plaee.
the pews. There is, however, some im
“Victory for the farmer and for the Demothe mounds in the
perfection about the work, as the varnish
churchyard, the nod- cratic party in the coming State elections is
Kreil. (traut, according to a
Last Sabbath evening
newspaper par- does not harden
ding flowers in summer, and the snowy possible and certain in one way. Wc are not agraph now going the rounds, will
shortly mar- there was a temperance lecture tint while
sure that it is possible in more than one way.
the
ol
daughter
of
shroud ol winter, tell that innocent hu- If the farmers will
.Judge Duulevy
Ohio.
)'J
organize immediately and I he lady should think twice before accepting the speaker warmed in hi- subject, the
in every county in the State, hold the
man lives have
young man.
he appears to he varnish on the pews occupied by los heat
gone out in blood for the aintelligently
Personally
State Convention uear the last of July, nom- well
enough, hut she ought to refleet that when ers also wanned so that when the audience
base and pititui motive of
revenge or inate a ticket of high character and one which she is his wife she will be the property of the at the close were invited to rise and as
can
them,
elect
fitly
represents
it.
The
As
they
the crime of the murderer is
Democratic newspapers. (Bangor Whig.
gain.
sist in singing '‘Nearer mv (iodtoThee
Democratic Convention would endorse such a
The Democratic papers won’t be anx- there was a hundred frantic ettbits to rise
awtul, so has the law made his punish- ticket on the fith of August.”
o join in the
ious about the lady.
ment.
Possibly some of the pews evidentlyit desiring
not
exercise ot rising
Several
The Portland Press announces that Mr.
singing.
The Kennebec Journal is
desire
them
to
as
a
matter ol
ask,
might
progressing
tine dresses were torn, and one
young
It announces that curiosity, whether she has taken any man,
Diiigley is an opponent of capital punish- towards liberality.
resplendent in new summer panta
back
ment ; and while the organ ol the candi- “Religion doesn’t require an extenuated
loons, had his Sunday evening liopes.
pay.
blasted by leaving a very essential
date withholds any explanation, the
poi
pub- lace or a white cravat, and never are they
A gentleman resides in this city, who tion thereof on the
pew. Little boys and
lic will accept the statement ol the Press the sure indicators of a pure heart.” Now for
fourteen years has been an invalid, young men won’t be
to
out
durgo
likely
as the correct one.
Let it be understood, let the Journal declare that all the glitter- and that, too, of very paintui character. ing service time in that ehurch this suui
therefore, that it Mr. Diugley shall be ing generalities concerning honesty in the When a lad at school, playing, he sus- mer, and so far as the pews are contained spinal injuries, which resulted in cerned
th^re won’t lie auy backsliding
elected, the reddest handed murderer will Philadelphia platform couldn’t prevent the
inability to walk, move his body or lie in among its members, j Portland Press.
not Slitter the
President
of
elected
the
law.
thereon Irom joining in a horizontal position. Hence, for 14 years
penalty
the salary sfeal, aqd it will have advanced has he ate, slept and lived in a chair. He
A Kansas City Peeping Tom, wtio got
—The Rockland Gazette is certain that
cannot be moved without suffering excru- a ladder, after the
another step
ballet, and peeped over
a man can’t hold
ciating pain. A mirror is placed before the scenes to see with Ids own eyes how
enough of new bread to
Two mad dogs were recently shot in him, to enable him to see objects behind the fairies transformed themselves into
get drunk on the alcohol that it contains.
him and to reflect scenes from out of humans again, was defeated by one o!
But may he not, by the unrestricted use Bangor, one ol which entered a
hoqse doors He is now about 35 years
age the damsels and “soused” with a bucket
of that proyender, get up an appetite aqd attacked the family.
and suffers pain constantly, oftentimes ot
dirty water. And then the actors,
which shall demand such a fearful beyermost
thus
shut out from supes, and property men and
poignant. Yet,
—T-he Portland Press is ruining its repeverybody
and
its
the
world
attractions, this long- kicked and pounded him, and thrust him
age as cider, and thus go to destruction ? utation as a
prophet by Its allusions to snffering invalid is as patient and happy
out into outer darkness, and uow he is
That’s the question.
the Democratic nomination for Governor. as the glorified are.
[Lewiston Journal. opposed to the drama on moral grounds.
—
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K i-pberries
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City.
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in the market.

are now

earefu! of tire in these dry times,

Me

visitors

summer

Mi. Gilkev

are

here in full force.

brushing lip the express office.
Pilcher & Gorham have 10() tons of hav in
is

store.
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>>*>•*

have

shortened nearly

half

an

iiour.

farmers were never blessed with better
havweather.

n

winter’s coal is being
of citizens.

Next
•or-

h-'wder parties

1

l-tilar just
N"

the

at

the shore of the bay

on

now.

The

olburu is now wrestling with his second
*p of arrant worms.
>rtci

<

A

A

contracted

Co. have

vessel for

w

<

From

’apt Thombs.

that

berries

raw

waning, aud will

are

soon

delicious memory of the past.
Halting rats with corn and shooting them
mg. is

a

.c-da\

l

i

n

one
was

of the

be

on

local amusements.

warm

a

day, and would have

hot but for the strong wind that

t/ine

vv.

<

h< farmers must have forgotten the day ot
v'"*vv them
hauling in hay last

I

ondav.

gang ol workmen are trimming up the
uni laving new
-leepers at the depot
-Mounds m tins ,-ity.
k

Attention

i-

called to the following

new

iwuuvement*—Boat for sale—Marble
< lark A Feriiald’s.

o

1

local

works

coal

ol

wo cargoes

are in port.
One, sch.
and Sibley, the other, -eh.
rah Ann, for VV. V. Bean.

L»uro.
a

for Swan

1-

I he

new mail from Brooks to
Monroe is not
-.itiiiuation or th*1 da« kson route, as stated
ACt-k, but a new and independent mail.

>:

m-

the

i-

of outdoor

season

enjoyment,
xcursioiis, picnics and ti -hing parties
die bav are now the order of the
day.
°f *i" use tor thirsty horses to look wistHi the watering trough in the
square. It
drv us the treasury after t salary grab.

v

1

v
*■

d. \\

tf

Brown

launched from McGil:ud on Thursday last.
She is of 220
An- and a hue vessel.
She is loading ice at
H‘ " k port for Nassau.
*r|

was

v

Age lia>

was
uptured
stocking on.*’

i<

e

new

a

The

theory ot the rule of prol>*»herty. the horse thief,
about ball naked, having

li say?* that

i**• i)>,

citing

Bean, while weighing coal at his scales
lav. had hi* foot severely injured by the
*1 a cult loaded with coal
backing on to
No bones were broken.

respondent of a Pennsylvania paper,
tmg from this city under the date of July
make*-the remarkable statement that “the
VN i** gone and
grass looks promising I”
01

aiiiping out is lively now, and some of the
*tay over Sunday, justifying themselves
the plea that “the groves were God’s hist
great deal worse.

house lately repaired on Federal street, and
wi,r-t bv Awl Ha v ford, has
been leased to
v fnner, who will
'tunge H
shortly open a
wlm* In.use for the employe* of the shoe
-■*

loi

u<

\.

*ii't break the Sabbath, boys," was ihe
admonition ot a good man to some of the
'iuig>tci
who were starting out early on that
s "'l
No," was the reply, "we shall
day
■tW the v*hob ot
1

A

>•

>tiauger in the city, entered
l uitarian <huivh iu-1 before the
morning
e, la>t
abbath. an.I taking a conspicuous
made grimaces at the worshippers as they
roj

■

b

;

man, a

He

•dered.

was

1

it

■

tainous

Mam died

i.

Espies-

«

a me

wagon.

bun-aged. and the

■

»<

them for

in contact with the EastThe runaway team was
upmt- thoroughly fright-

ened
N.
i

v\

telegraph po-ts

are

being

set

along

to which the wires entering the
the Bav Road will be transferred,
the trees oil High -treet interfere
with the
workmg ot the wires, by contact of the
mam lies.
moil

.tv

street,

trom

1 he
mid

hay crop

i-

coining in remarkably well,

tavorable weather could not be degeneral opinion i- that the yield
will be nearly up to that oi last year, while the
•jUalilv will be muchbettei, the drier season
having given it more heart.
more

sired.

is ex-

following

exactly lumbermen

by

the

I he

Four

argoes of corn, some 15,000 bushels,
arrived the past week,
I’hlee schooners,
tic Gen. Meade, Mary and
Susan, and Judge
Ebw were lor Ritchei' .V Gorham, and
one, the
u.
Mary Clark, for W. c. Marshall. The
ast two wen* Itoiu N vv York, the others from
Boston.

not least, of all the college
put in an appearance are the
Bowdoins, the stalwart lumbermen from
the backwoods of Maine.
Their appearance in the boat is
very similar to that ot
the crew last year, and their style reminds
one strongly ot the St. John’s men as
they
appeared when pulling against the English crew led by the lamented Renforth.
There is the same quick recover,
high
feather, short reach forward and sudden
finish before the body has reached the
perpendicular, giving the appearance of a
very short, q^iiek stroke, but with a considerable loss of power at each end of it
They put the muscle on to the oars while
the latter are in the water, however, and
the boat certainly glides over the surface
with a rapidity that must make the hearts
of not a few of their rivals
quake with
fear.
The general confidence in their
ability to put themselves among the leaders has increased rather than diminished
since their arrival, and
though not named
as the winners, yet are about the
only
crew that find mention
every time in the
■•first four.”
It is noticeable that the

health :
"The Vice President has
passed into
that stage of health which Mr. Chase so
a
long occupied, paralytic invalid to whom
life is ot most uncertain duration.
The
nature ol his disease
may not utterly dehis
usefulness as a man and public
stroy
servant, but it will undoubtedly limit his
ambition and activity. With careful nursing and cessation ol exciting toil, he may
yet enjoy for many years a kind of honorary post in the public councils.

shrewd ones, while talking up some interior crew, don’t forget to invest a failamount of stamps on this same Bowdoin

Asa Thurlowsh

to

!

from the body and not far from the
house of one Rhode, a brother-in-law of
the supposed murderer.

spot

fifty-one lives and two hundred and
eighty-one vessels—valued at nearly a
million and

half—in the

and
coasting business, averaging upward of
twenty-nine lives and six vessels yearly.
The value of the vessels lost is $1,493,222;
<V Mr-. Sarah Fogg, aged 7M; Mrs. E.
Mug- their Insurance, $822,195, mostly in the
*
*dge, aged M2 ; the last three named being sis- local offices.
Ninety-two of these vesol Mr-. W., and Mrs. Eells, a neighbor, sels were
lost in the Georges fishery,
a little over one-third of the
•ged
years, who was also present.
whole number ; fifty-six in the Bay of St. Lawrence
Among the improvements in our new office
mackerel fishery; twenty-nine in the
an
air-chambered, double-aiding force-pump, shore mackerel
fishery; twenty in the
worked by the steam engine. This pump draws shore cod
fishery; twenty-three in the
water from the
istern in the cellar and from Grand and Western Bank
fishery; eighta
well in the rear of the office. By means of een in the Newfoundland
herring fishery ;
tin- ho-e attached, water can be carried to
in
the
two
Grand
Menan herring fishery ;
any
part ot the building and thrown upon those one in the Greenland halibut
fishery;
adjoining, so that in case o! fire in the vicinity thirty-three in the coasting trade; six
w*
uii protect ourseh es
burnt by the rebel pirate Tacony, and one
and help our neighbor-.
We can’t go to a tire, but if one comes pilot boat lost in Gloucester harbor.
1o U' it 4-au be
As there is no record of the number of
fought vigorously.
widows and orphans previous to 1858, it
The new three masted sch.
Welaka was is impossible to get at the correct numlaunched from Carter’s yard on
Tuesday. The ber, but it is probable they would averusual large crowd was u> attendance.
The age about the same proportion as those of
Welaka is a superior eentre-buard vessel of the last fourteen years, the number of
400 tons; although having hut oue deck at
married men being about one-third the
present, she has the beams and frame tor a second whole number lost, and averaging? two
children to a man. This would give in
uue.
A- she is lo he engaged in the Southern
hard piue business, the second deck was deemed round numbers four hundred widows and
eight hundred fatherless children left desa binder&uce iu
loading cargo. She is owned titute
by the disasters of the past forty-two
by parties iu this city and to be commanded by
years, an average of ten widows and
•
apt. .lames Perkins. She will ioad with hay
twenty children yearly, which is not a
and brick for Jacksonville, Fla.
large estimate. A sad record, truly.
«

Pints and quarts of filthy Catarrhal discharges. Where does it all come from? The
mucous membrane lining the chambers of the
nose, and the little glands, are diseased, so that
they draw from the blood its
liquid, and oxposure to the air changes it into corruption.
Inis life liquid was to build up the system, but
it is extracted and the
system is weakened by
the loss. To cure, gain flesh and
strength by
using Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery,
which also acts directly upon these glands, correcting them, and apply Dr. Sage’s Catarrh
Remedy with Dr. Pierce’s Nasal Douche, the
only method ol reaching the upper cavities,
where the discharge accumulates and comes
from. The instrument and two medicines sold
for $2, by all Druggists.
G8S
A Rhode Island paper speaks of a man who
killed a snake riding in a buggy, ft served the
reptile right: what business has a snake in a

buggy, anyway?

Brain Invigorator.
Lancaster, Pa., July 31,1871.
Mr. James 1. Fellows: Sir
I am pleased to
inform you that ray health is improving under
the use of your Hypophosphltes. Excessive
tax of the brain had so exhausted my
body that
I could neither work nor enjoy myself, and it
was with difficulty that I could sleep at all.
I

tried rest, and active exercise, various medicinal remedies, and the most popular physicians,
and accidentally heard of your syrup'in New
York. I purchased three bottles at Caswell ,V
Hazard’s, and until T used that nothing relieved
me.
Now I can eat well, sleep welf, work we1!
and feel well, and have good reason to consider
your syrup a most surprising and capital restorer of the mind and nervous system, and advise all who have much brain work to take il.
You are at liberty to use this as you may.
Yours, very truly,
Jerome Shf.nk, Insurance Agent.

Wanted, a farmer in every town as agent
for the Collins Solid Steel Plows.
For terms,
write to Collins ,fe Co., 212 Water streets. New
York.
3m
12 Samples by mail,5(1 cts, retail quick for$to.
R. L. WOLCOTT,, 181 Chatham Sq„ N. Y.
ly r26
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fishing

no

pain which the Centaur Liniment

will not relieve,
and

no

no

swelling it will

lameness which it will not cure.

is strong language, but it
pal ls
It

are

lias

subdue,

not

not

Flour,
Corn Meal,
Rye Meal,

$y.00al3.5u Round Hog,
saO
80a00 Clear Salt Pork,
$18a20
l.lual.15 Mutton per lb.,
lOaOu
yual.oo Lamb per lb.,
Rye,
I4al5
80a00 Turkey per lb.,
17a20
Corn,
60a05 Chicken per lb.,
20a00
Barley,
2.50a3.00 Duck per lb.,
18a20
Beans,
Marrowfat Peas, 1.25al.50 Geese per lb.,
15a00
00a 05 Hay per ton,
Oats,
$12al5
75a60 Lime,
Potatoes,
$1,40 aO.OO
Dried Apples,
0a8 Washed Wool,
40a0u

Cooking Apples,
Butter,
Cheese,
Eggs,
Lard,
Beef,
Baldwin Apples,

Veal,

Dry Cod,

ooaOO Unwashed Wool.
30a00
22a25 Pulled Wool,
40a00
I8a00 Hides,
SaO
20a22 Calf Ski us,
17a00
12&00 SheepSkins,
$1.00a2.0o
yull Hard Wood,
$ti.ooa7.00
O.OOaO.OO Soft Wood,
$4.00a0.00
0a8 Dry Pollock,
4 l-2af>
7a8 Straw,
$6.00a7.00

BRIGHTON CATTLE

MARKET.

Wednesday, July o, 1873.
At market this week—2508 Cattle; 0454 Sheep and
Lambs; 13550 Swine; Western Cattle 2358; Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Cows
150; Eastern Cattle, —.
Prices of Beef Cattle per hundred lbs. live weight
Extra quality,$7 12 l-2a$7 25; First quality, $0 02a? ;
Second quality, $6 00a$6 50; Third quality,$5 00a5 75
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c, $3 50a

4 12 1-2.
Hides
Hides o e; Tallow Oafi 1-2C per lb;
Country Tallow 61-2aCc; Country Hides8 l-2cperlb
Call Skins 10al8c per lb; Sheep Skins 50c.
Milch Cows—Extra $55a90; ordinary $25a59 per
head.
Store Cattle- Most ol the small Cattle are bought
up to slaughter,
Sheep and Lambs—Delivered at Brighton, from
5 3-4ad l-2c per lb.
Swine-Store Pigs wholesale ?a? l*2c; retail .aluc
Fat Hogs, 13000 in market; prices 5 3-4adc
per lb.
per lb.
—

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Monday .July H, 1»72.
RUTTER—We quote tine fall New York and Vermont butter at 21a25c per lb; prime lots oi old at
16al8c: fair to good at 22c.
CHEESE We quote Vermont and New York
at llal2 1-2c per lb; medium factory at lOallc
com
mon cheese at 5a?c.
EGGS—The market to-day is hardly so firm, and
sales have been made at 25a26c.
BEANS We quote choice medium? $2 55a2tf0;
choice pea beans $3 25a3 50.
HAY—We quote prime hay at $27a26 per ton
common $16a22; Straw $27 per ton

SPECIAL NOTICES,
Children

look

often

Pale

and

preparations.

CURTIS Sl BROWN Proprietors,
No. 215 Fulton Street, New York.
Sold by Druggists and Chemists, aud dealers iu
Medicines at Twenty-Five Cents a Box. (lylsp

3 ^
all Tilings.

Merits

For

Thirty Years,

1873.

more

is

true.

cures

Where the

are

of

marvelous.

caked breasts, scalds, burns, salt-rheum,

ear-

ache, Ac., upon the human frame, and of strains,

spavin, galls, Ac., upon animals in

one

year

than have all other pretended remedies since
II is

a

all-heating pain reliever.

counter-irritant,

Cripples throw away

It is

humbug.

The

recipe is published around each bottle.

It is

selling

as no

a sear.

article

ever

no

Its Merits are

before sold, and it sells

because it does just what it pretends to do.
Those who nowsufferfrom rheumatism,pain or

If you

suffering from Internal Pain. Twenty
to Thirty Drops in a Little Water will almost incure
stantly
you. There is nothing to equal It for
Colic, Cramps, Spasms, Heart-burn.
Diarrhea, Dysentery, Flux, Wind
in the Bon elaJour Stomach,Dys
pepsla, lick Headache, tfke.
in sections of the

country where

FEVER AND AGUE
there is no remedy held in greater esteem.
Persons travelling should keep it by them. A lew
In
water, will prevent sickness or bowel
drops.
troubles from change of water.
From foreign countries the calls for PAIN-KILLER are great. It is found to

Cure Cholera when all other Remedies Fail.

externally,

When used

quicker

gives
tings

ease

in

from Insects, and Scalds. It removes the
fire, and the wound heals like ordinary sores. Those
suffering with RHEUMATISM, GOUT, or NEURALIG A, if not a positive cure, they tind the PainKiller gives them relief when no other remedy will.

It gives instant relief from Aching Teeth.
Ever? Houae-Ke«per should keep it

have been received.

Price 25 cts., 50 cts., and $1 per Bottle.

of

Liniment.

suffer if they will not use
More than 1000 certificates

remarkable cures, including Irozeu

We will send

a

limbs,

circular

containing certificates, the recipe, Ac., gratis,
any

one

requesting it.

to

One bottle of the yellow

wrapper Centaur Liniment is worth

one

hun-

dred dollars for spavined or sweenied horses
and mules, or for screw-worm in sheep. Stockowners—this liniment is worth vour attention.

Netting,

H

of an

Invalid,

Published as a warning and for the! benefit of Young
Men and others who suffer from Nervous Debility,
LOSS OF MANHOOD, etc., supplying the means of
self-cure.
Written by one who cured himself after
undergoing considerable quackery, and sent free on

receiving

a

8ufferers

post-paid directed envelope.

are

BF’.ST

Casioria is more than a substitute for CasOil. It is the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels, cure wind colic, and produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol, and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not cry and mothers may rest.

tor

Paperhanging, Graining
manner

by

and

Glazing

done in the

C. Burgess’ Store
promptly attended to.
•late at Albert

or

at my

House

3m40ap

Physician'Surgeon

LATEST FASHIONS!

Belfast,

OFFICE.

WANTED!

One Hundred Girls!

A

A

agents lor

o

A

MKKH'AN CO VV DER
(imfr;

A.

PAY!

D.
M

KPLElSrOPi,

INI FACTCRER AND DEALER IN

COOK & CAMBOOSE STOVESr
PARLOR,
Furnace*, Rang.*, Tin,
Japanned
Hrittnnula,
and hutuncled Ware. Sheet Lead Lead Pipe
and Sheet Zinc. Plumbing, Gas Fitting
and Fixtures, Pumps, Ac., Ac. .lob
Work, Repairing, Ar., Ac.

Mf«. iO 4 filire'll st

|

To the Honorable
of W a I do

l l, SOPER PHOSPHATE!

.Judge ol Probate lor the County

at
on

Belfast, within and
the second Tuesday

Judge

ot Probate

lor

the

§Rle bv the

Subacriber,

at

WU.

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
July, A. D. 1873.

at
on

Belfast, within and for

A

t(4<

:.

MICK LIGHT
ble lor trotting

Cli., uiude

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, Ihat the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order
thereon, to be published three weeks successively iu
the Republic in Journal, a paper printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, ou the
second Tuesday of August next, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, w!r
the same should not be granted.
ASA THURLOtJGH, Judge.
A true Copy.
Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
3wz

19ft A HI.

I

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

Judge

ot

Proba*. forth*-

tl4s

It is the glove which so many Americans
home from Paris. Al! who have
had them will be glad to he able, tor tho
tirst time to buy them in

bring

B B L B ^ S T I
There

other

are

.fouvin’s,” What

HTE.

we

Upon the loregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner giw notice to all persons interested bv
causing a copy ol said petition, with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successive!) in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Bedfast, that
they may appear at Probat- * ourt to be held at. the
Probate Office in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of Aug. next,-it ten o’clock tn the forenoon,
and shew cause, it any they have, why the i-amcshould not be granted.
ASA iHl PLOUGH, Judge
A true copy, Attest
B. P. Firm*. Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
July, A. D. 1873.
widow ot

dougherity,
Harriet
Dougherity, late ot Searsinont, in said
Waldo,

of

an

J*»im b.

CTATKs

For which we are the

Jil

ill
We also have

full line ol

a

THOMPSON S BEST KIDS
IN ONE AND TWO BUTTONS
The above Gloves

selling
prices

we are

sonable

at

rea-

114-'*

OF

CUSTOM HOUSE SQUARE.
Under Journal Office.'
.J. C. CAI'ES, .Ik.,
F i.. ST1CKNEY.
Belfast. Mav 27, ln7'i.
NO. 2*.

RIGGS’

ARRIVED.
s.
Mary Farrow, Small, Waldoboro.
Jack Downing, Patterson, Rockland,
lu.
lit. Lillian, Ryan, Boston; VV G Raddle, Ryder,
Hurricane Island; Moses Eddy, Cottrell, Boston;
Mary Susan, Snow, Portland.
14. Banner, Mathews, Boston, Sarah Ann, Col
lorner, New York; Duroc, Kendall, do; Star, Carmond, Philadelphia.
SAILED.
July lu. Schs W G Eaddie, Ryder, Carver’s Harbor; Martha Weeks, White, Sullivan; D B Doane,
Nickerson. Bangor.
11.
Malabar, McCarty, do; Orion, Osborn, New

DRY

RIGGS wishes to intonu his triend* and
e customers
that he still continues to manu
1 facturc and sell
r wholesale and retail Cracker*.
Pilot, Ship and Soda Bread, Oyster Crackers. Pies
Cakes and Gingerbread.
WAs a new feature I will bake

Ai'

White Loaf Bread
afeernoou.
Brown Bread
usual Sunday
ing.
A. F. RIGGS, Cross St.
Belfast. J uni jo.—tni

ever,
mon

AND

FANCY GOODS
-AT-

C. H. MITCH ELL
to the citizens < f Belfast and vicinity
opened a Retail Department in connection with his wholesale, where he will keep an
assortment ot French and Domestic (’ontectionerv
manufactured at hi« piuce from tin best ot Gmnu
Jated ugar.
announces
that no has

George W. Burkett St Co’s.
wholesale iraile.

Another Fresh Stock of DRESS

GOODS, New Shades

and

Low

Prices.

Arlington DRESS GOODS,
only d3 cents per yard

D. BUGBEE & CO.

BOOK SELLERS
ACCOI NJ
H.iOK
MAM t A( 1
liLRS AND
BOOK BINDER.
B angor. Mu.
\ count Books ot
every description ruled to pattern, made to order.
Piano Music, Magazines, ic., A--.. bound with neat
ness and dispatch.
Return freight paid.
ttjg^-Vll orders promptlv attended r
t-m'i

Library for
Having decid d l<3 sell

DRESS

CAMBRICS,the
styles selling very cheap.
JAPANESE SILKS in

variety selling

latest

CIRCULATING

great

at 20 per cent, less

than last, year

about

■

Arey, Ryan, Boston.

ANDREW

Boat for Sale!
A lap streak, sloop rigged boat,
twenty feet long, planked with cedar
_and pine, with washboards. She has
good sails, anchor, road, &c. Will be sold at a bar
gain. Inquire at this office.
Belfast, July 15, 1873. -21!

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust ol Executor ot the
estate ol Eben Seavey. late of Searsport, in the
County ot Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the
law directs; he therefore requests all persons who
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit tliesame for settlement to him.
EBKN W.SEAVFY.

^* »

just arrived, striped
figured Paisley at low prices.

WHOLESALE Dl' aLFRm IN

PARASOLS, a large
ment just received.

assort-

dozen

100

more

of these

goods received, selling
17c, former price 25c.

at

Rockland, duly 1st, 1*7

PERSONS wishing to pay their Taxes ou
or before the 15th day of August and receive the
live per cent, discount can do so by
calling on me at
the Assessor's office, over the store ot Oakes
Angler,
every Wednesday and Saturday afternoon between ?
and 5 o’clock, of each week.
DANIEL L. PITCHER,
Belfast duly s. 187-L
Collector of Taxes.

Al.l.

H O SIERT!
Just received from my own selection
nice assortment of

tor every

on

hand

met

by

that

one

wears

C-A-X.-X. a-t
* »EK\ALH*> and set those
beautiful mantles ol white and variegated marbles,
selling cheap. Any person building or remodeling
houses should not lall to see them. Also a nice lot
of Rustic Baskets, vases, chairs, settees, boquet
holders, &c., for ornamenting Cemeteries, Arbors,

MAKERS!

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

applying

at

once

to

good work by

Belfast, May

27th,

No. 56 Main St.
1873,—tf47

THE

and taken upon herself the trust of administratrix
of the estate ot Charles Turner, late of Stockton,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor setJULIA C. TURNER.
tlement to her.
subscriber hereby gives public
rpHE
that he has been
JL

concerned,

notice to all

duly appointed

and taken upon himself the trust ot Executor
ot the estate of Nelson Allen, late of Montville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; he therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands tliereou,to exhibit the same for settlement
CHARLES N. ALLEN.
to him.
subscriber

Including Beef, Pork, Lamb, Veal, Poultry, &c., &c.

Vegetables in their season, Pickle9, Relishes. Canned
Provisions.
The best price paid for country produce in his line.
Journal Building.
BelfaR.
tf2

Boston,

a

a

STOCKING!
F.

WELLS.

___

subscriber hereby gives public notice to
all concerned that she lias been duly appointed

hereby gives public notice

to

of the estate of Samuel Burgess, late of
Searsmont, in the County of Waldo, deceased, by
giving bond as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to 9aid deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit
the same for settlement to him.
de bonis

TOILET

B.

QUILTS,
TOWELS,

LINEN

NAPKINS

TABLE DAMASKS
On

exhibition, at prices that
please each and every one,
Grive

U

s

will

Gall !

sl

non

ALBERT BURGESS.

K.
HUMAN

AND

W.
HAIR

SWITCHES !
and head dress goods of every
description at Wells'.
Now in stock a splendid assortment ot the best
human hair Switches from *1.50 to *15,00. also
UNEN and JUTE SWITCHES, LINEN andJDTE
CHIGNONS, Long and Short LINEN KKAIDN.
FRIZZF.TT3. RATS, 4c, OLD LADIES FRONT
BRAIDS. CL KLS, and everything (hat pertains to
Real or Imitation of head dress goods.

CURLS, BRUSHES.

all

THE
G. WHITE and
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator

DEALER IN

in

Large or small, bleached or unbleached, striped or
plain, English or Yankee, in: in s ets. to 85 eta. per
pair; also a splendid line of Bustles, Skirts, Bracelets, White Gloves and all kinds ot Fvncy Goods
Yours Respectfully,
&c., &c.
B.

OABK

Ware. Ac.

Gin52

HOSIERY!

THE

qualities of HOSE
at prices that cannot be
the closest competition,

—

Your Taxes lor 1873.

»

All

rockei-y,

(

tt ooiieca

Pay

^

WOODCOCK.

Wroceriei, €Wro«‘*»r’«

SHAWLS

HOSIERY,

LIBRARY I

R. Y. GRIB & GO.
Iftriign.

and

inv

Too

M. P
A full line of GRENADINES
in the heat styles.

Sale!

volumes comprising liist
ies. I ravel-*,
Novels, Ac. Ac., which 1 mi now prepared to dia’
pose of at almost any pri.’.
Sundav School lihriri -. geuCeim u
wishing to
stock private libraries, s.-nmii if icinr-*.
would
find
go./J assortment
v >od condition at about
l-J the usuii 1 price.
lo be sold by tile sm/i volume .»r in lots ol uuv
numbei.
All persons having hook- from the
library are
requested to return tlie same on or before July 20th
l?<. J.
iwti
ot

a

C. BUTLER, Guardian of D. F. B.
Young, minor heir ot Wm.Young,late ot Searsmont, in said County ot Waldo, deceased having
presented his second and final account of Guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this or
der to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of August next, at ten oi the clo<?k before noon,
and shew cause, il any they have, why the same
should not be allowed
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. 1'. Field, Register.

BAKERY !

ARRIVAL

County

Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami
lor the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of July, A. D. 1873.

At

liope by

PURE

NEWS.

BELI'ANT.

vicinity

strict attention to business to merit a liberal share
of vour patronage.
Gent’s calf hoots, sewed or pegged, made to order
on short notice. Repairing neatly and
promptly done.

Every Fair Warranted.
FRESH

Boors, SHOKri,

give

I

SOLE AGENTS IN BELFAST.

A STICKNEY dealers in

KciiBRRA, M'OI K & Findingv. respectfully
announce to the citizens of Belfast and
tliat
as good bargains in
they are now prepared to
tin above as can be had in the city, and

JOTJVI2T

deceased, having presented a petition for
allowance from the personal estate of said de-

ceased.
Ordered, That the said Harriet give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy ol this
order to be publish- 1 three weeks successiv ely i u the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
mayappearat a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of August next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petition should not be granted.
ASA THURLOCGll,Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

Blew F*irm.

Gloves known as
otter is the genuine

DANIEL

At a Court ol Probate held at Belfast, within and
for the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of July, A. D. 1873.

iii Gold, Satin, White and Brown, sidling very low
.1. C. THOMPSON’S Furniture, Crockery Ware
‘••'•d ituiuii Paper Slim Cor. Main and High Street*.
Belfast, Me.
at

MARY

tind

order, and suita-

j

County

H. B1 AIvE, Guardian ol Ella H. Blake.
minor hier at law ot Mary G. Ellis, late ot
Searsport, in said Couut\ deceased, respectfully
represents that -aid minor is seued ot certain real
estate situate in < range, rownsiup No
County of
Aroostook, con-Ktiug of about 25 acres ot wood
laud; that an advantageous offer h..s been made tor
the same ot thirty-six dollars and the interest ol
said minor requires that the same should be sold
and the proceeds put out at interest for the benefit
of said minor.
Wherefore your petitioner pray your honor to
gran* him a license to sell and convey said real es
tate of said minor lor said sum at private sale.
I». H. BLAKE.

\

can

to

or travelling.
Apply to
THOMAS t. LOGAN.

Belfast, June 4.

the second fue^dav nf

( Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Name and Age
must be paid for. j
In Frankfort, July loth, Sarah T, wife ot Edwin i
P. Treat, aged 33 years, 5 months and 3 days.
“Earth has lost,
But Heaven has gained.”
I
In Searsport, 8th, Samuel Colcord, aged 32.
11th,
Joshua Black, aged 68
In Brooksville, 3d inst, Uapt John l.ymburner,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor
aged 'l years.
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
In Hancock, t»th uit, Miss Etta S Batchelder,aged
27 years.
July, A. D. 1873.
In Rockland, July 2d, Mr Richard S. BlaisdeiJ,
j WORTHING, former widow of Emery
aged 86 years, 3 months and 2 days. July 8th, Mrs,
Hall, late of Palermo, in said County of WalHelen A, wile of Rev Charles E Knowlton,of Rock
do,
deceased,
having presented a petition that
port, aged 25 years, 8 months, II days. July 8th, administration ou said deceased’s estate may be
Mrs Sarah G, wile of Mr Asaph C Worth, aged 56
to John Greely, of said Palermo.
granted
At the residence of Gen Tillson, July 3d,
years.
Ordered, That the said Mary .1. give notice
Mary Washington, (colored) aged 15 years.
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
In Thomaston, 8th inst, Miss Martha Starrett,
order to be published three weeks successively in t he
11
months
and 7 days.
aged 51 years,
Republican J ournal, printed at Belfast, that they may
In Union, July 6th, Mrs Polly, widow ot the late
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
Josiah Tolwan of Rockland, aged 88 vears, 1 month
withiif and for said County, on the second l uesday
and 3 days.
of August next, at ten ot the clock before noon,
In Thomaston, July 4th, Mrs Mary L. witeot Win
and shew cause, If any they hive, why the prayer
M Harthorn, aged 28 years, 8 months aud 5 days
of said petition should not be ei nted.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field. Register.

TO 100 VEST MAKERS

Winterport.

West

PLUMMER.

GIG FOR SAXE.

Couuty

A. DOLiVFR. Guardian ol Lmuia J.
Simonton minor heir of Putnam Simonton,
ot Sear.-port, in said County, deceased, n presents
that said minor is seized of certain real estate situate
in said Searsport, being an undivided fuurth part ol
a lot, one acre, of what is known as the
Alex,
Nichols lot that an advantageous offer lias been
made for said minor's interest therein by one Geo.
L. Merrill which should be immediately acceptedWherefore your petitioner pray ycur honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey said real estate
ot said minor, (.including the reversion of the widow’s dower thereon j for said offer without notice.
W M. A. DO 1.1. i V F. B, Guardian.

I MED.

50

ttelfail,

Bmd/i

BRADUY’S

B.

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy ol said petition, with this order there
on, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican .Journal a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
the Probate Office In Belfast aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why tinsame should not be granted.
ASA TH UR COUGH Judge
A true copy. Attest: B. P. Field, Register.

MARRIED.

Y«IT

CO.

Rockland.July 1st, is?:*..

satisfactory

At a Court of Probate held
for the County ol Waldo,
of Ju ly, A. D. 1873.

At the American House, Belfast, July 4, by .I D
I'ucker. Esq, Mr Levi Mathews, Jr, and Mrs Rachel
Decrow, born ol Llncoinville.
In Washington, D C, June 22, Mr Freeman W
Howe of W, and Miss Lottie A .Stinson of this city.
In Vinalhaven, July 2d, Mr Charles S Bowden ot
V and Miss Martha A. Sh rman of Rockland.
In Union, 3d inst, Mr Henry A Fcgler and Miss
A urelia A Andrews, both of Hope,
r In Surry, 2d inst, Mr William G Pert aud Mis u
Helen A Johnson, both ot Bluehfll.
In Albion. July 5, by Stephen Strout, Esq, Mr
Elijah Bragdou ind Mrs Susan Thomas, both of
Freedom.
In Waldoboro, .July j, by Rev A J McLeod, Mr
S S Rich ol Bath, and Miss Mai v A Bliss of Waldoboro.
In South Moutville July 15th, by Rev. E. Know!
ton. Mr. Oscar L. Douglass and Miss Etta F. Sherman, both ol Liberty.

York.
12. D K

Car

purely

IvJWsp

PORT OF

ttoarry

A

!

MAYO. Administrator ol the estate
A. Douglass, late of Monroe, in said
County, deceased, respectfully represents that the
goods, chatties and credits of said deceased are not
sufficient to answer his just debts and charges of
Administration, by the sum of two hundred and

THE “SCIENCE u* LIFE, UR SELF-PRESERVATION,” u Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitality. Premature Decline in
Man. Nervous and Physical Debility. Hypochondria,
Impotency, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness,
and ail other diseases arising horn the errors of
youth or the indiscretions or excesses ot mature
book lor every man. Thouyears. This is indeed
sands have been taught by this work the true way
to health and happiness.
It is the cheapest and
best medical work ever published, and the only one
on this class of ills worth reading.
l*»0th edition,
revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beauti
ful French cloth.
Price only si. Sent by mail,
post paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTITUTE No. 4 Bui finch street,
Boston, Mass., or Dk. W. H. PARKER, Assistant
Physician. N. B. The author may be consulted on
the above .as well as all diseases requiting skill and

experience.

llluckmuilh

*
<«oo4l* A
Ciroferlesi.

rpiMOTHY
X of Martha

J

FOR EYER1

Mieel

April vM,; 37

Pulmonary

Consumption.

HOOK

Iron

P30BATE NOTICES.

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will
often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up
the liver, slops the circulation ot the blood, hemorrhage follows, and, in fact, clogging the action ol
the very organs that camsed the cough.
Liver complaint aud ayspepsia are the causes of
two thirds ol the cases of consumption.
Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the
bowels sometimes costive and sometimes too loose,
tongue coated, pain in the shoulder-blade, leeling
sometimes very restless, and at other times drowsy
the food that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belching ol wind.
These symptoms usually originate from a disordered
condition ol the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons
so affected, it they take one or two heavy colds, and
if the cough in these cases be suddenly stopped, the
lungs,liver and stomach clog, and remain torpid and
inactive, and before the patient is aware of his situation,the lungs are a mass ot sores,and ulcerated,
and death is the inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain ny opium, nor anything calculated
to chock a cough suddenly.
Scherick Seaweed tonic dissolves the lood,mixes
with the gastric juice ot the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circula
tiou ol the blood. When the bowels are costive,
skin sallow and the patient is of a bilious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills arp required.
These medicines are prepared by Dr. .1. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN N (JO.,
Hanover street,
Boston, and -JOHN t IIENR\
College place
New York, Wholesale Agent*
For sale by Druggists generally.
Fv <sp
4

Pi. CRIE&QO.

die'll

VValdoboro, .July H, 1873,—2tf

CURB.

cure

tt

W.

Ouiflti, 4hi|i (itiin Hlery
Fkhe.
rinj- e Mtot li.

Ship Carpenters Wanted,

SC HF NCR'S PULMONIC SYRUP,
SCUHNCK’S SFAWFFI) TONIC,
SCHFNCR’S MANDRAKE PILLS,

only medicines that will

Con

gressSt*.

DEALERS IN

Y CT !

forty dollars.
Wherefore your petitioner pray your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey so much of
Prepared by
the real estate of said deceased, as will satisfy hi*
CIJRTIS & BROWN,
i debts and incidental charges and charges of AdminNo. 215 Fulton Street, New York,
istration at public auction or private sale.
For sale by all druggists.
lylsp j
TIMOTHY MAYO.

Are the

RESIDENCE:
Corner oi Miller &

Store. Main St.

POTE & QUIMBY.

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

Maine.

Over Caldwells’ Book

OOOO

blood.

Provisions of all Kinds !

A. CULLNAN.
Punting and Papering Front HalU, Parlors and
rooms
Sitting
mgde a specialty. Orders left on my
M.

ELMER SMALL. M. D.,

MISS JACKSON has charge ot the Dress making
Department and MISS DAGGETT the Millinery.
tt20

Steady Employment

complaints, viz.
Cramps in the Limbs and Stom
ach, Pa in the Stomach, Bowels, tr h ide, Klieumatism iu all its forms, Bilious Colic, Nt uralgia, Cholera, Dysentery, Colds, Fresh Wound-, Burns, Sore
Throat, Spinal Complaints, Sprains and Bruises,
Chills and Fever.
For Internal and External use.
Its operation is not only to relieve ttie patient,but
removes
the
cause of the complaint.
It
entirely
penetrates and pervades the whole system, restoring
action
to
all
its
and
the
healthy
parts,
quickening

HOUSE PAINTING! OWEN
best

Display in advertising is not ray lorte. But this
I will say—We have the styles, also the goods, and
know how to use them.
Just step In and w.1
will show the

MANUFACTURING VESTS!

purchas er.

(l:p Stairs.) Belfast, Me.

G. W. 3URGESS, Proprietor.
dividers promptly attended to\yZ7

&c.

TO WORK IN SHOP
The subscriber offers for sale at a bai
gam the well known Hotel, called the
Mietloiiirtl* Houm«, situated in this
village, together with the Stable and out
buildings connected. Said House is in
good repair, delightfully and centrally located on tin
bank ot th" .Medoiuak River, containing 30 rooms,
well arranged for t fie com tort of guests. Waldoboro
contains 5000 inhabitants,the natural centre for vradtof 10 surrounding towns, situated on the line, of tin
tvnox & Lincoiu R. R., daily communication with
Boston by rail, weekly communication with Port
land by steamer, and beiug the only Public House in
til
town, with a good business established, renders
this a very desirable point for a hotel.
The Livery |-Stable conne cted with the house is the ouly one iii
town and uo place in the State affords a better opportunity to work a dozeu teams. Any person desiring
to engage in the hotel business is Invited to call and
examine the premises, or address
Yf’lHlKi^ or FORTY good.carpenters*, to whom
JOHN E. MILLER, or
A good wagerf will t>< paid. Apply 10
JOUN D. MILLER.
HENRY Met IIL VERY
1873. -3wl
Belfast, July
Terms ot sale will be made
to the

i'iinill.y LlniuaenC
remedy in the world for the following

J. L. SLEEPER,

NATHANIEL MAYFAIR,
Box 153, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Vi. Ill Main St.,

tar

COHSUMPTi^jJAN Bi

tf49

Job Pkimti^ Office

and

In

Jo him will receive!

we

COMMERCIAL ST.,
Boston, Mass.

OH AN O F.

No family should be without Centaur Liniment.
.1. B. Rose A Co., New York.

LORD,

HOTEL FOR SALE.

The Hou»eliol<l I'auacea.

invited to address the author.

6m49sp

& G. W.
111

MONROE PARKER,
HSd Athena Street.

tfouHeholil Panacea
Vegetable and All Healing.

attention.

AJ )VERTISER

two But-

MILLINERY,

FRENCH

!.

Oi best quality and lowest prices, always in stock.
ORDERS FILLED AT SHORT NOTICE.
Live
us a call before deciding elsewhere.

Anxiety!

Lawns. &c.—3m2

The Confessions

—

a

chronic-rheumatism, gout, running tumors,Ac.,

Centaur

to

—

»■
—•-

tim2

The

at Law!

business entrusted
prompt

tons, Fringes,
Laces,

Hass & Smell

South Boston, May 9. la70.
K. Si h k ns, f aQ.
Dear Sir I have had considerable experience with
the Vegetink. Tor Dyspepsia, (ieneral Debility
and impur. blood, the Vegetine is superior to anything which 1 have ever used. 1 commenced taklDg
Vegetine about the middle ol last winter and after
using tew bottles it entirely cured me of dyspepsia,
and my blood never was in so good condition as at
the present time. It will afford me pleasure io give
auy further particulars relative to what I
know
about this good medicine, to auy one who will call
or address me at my residence, .180 Athens street.

liniment, nothing
Burns, Cute. Bruises, Sprains,
as

—

Salmon.

H

are

At hand, and apply it on the first attack of any
Pain. It will give satisfactory relief, and save hours
of suffering.
Do not trifle with yourselves by testing untried
remedies. Be sure you call for and get the genuine
PAIN-KILLER, as many worthless nostrums are
attempted to be sold on the great reputation of this
valuable medicine.
4w52
49*Directions accompany each bottle.

swelling deserve

tmt

What l Know About Vegetine

the best

WALLACE,

TKIjKtiKAFH HI II,HIM., Belfast, Me,

Trimmings, Fancy
kinds, Kid Gloves

with one and

My daughter has received great benefit from the
us»- of Vegetink.
Her declining health was a
source ot great anxiety to all of her friends.
A few
bottles of the Vegetlue restored her health, strength
and appetite
N. H. TIT.DEN,
Ins. mid Real Estate Ag’t, 49 Sears’ Building,
Boston, Mas-., June 5, 1872.

is

E.

Attorney

just returned from Boston with everything the

Goods of all

Na k k, Mass., June 1st, 1872.
Mr. H. k. Stevens:
Dear Sir—Through tin advice and earnest persuasion of Rev. E.S. Best, oi this place, t have been
taking Vegetine for Dyspepsia, ot which I have
suffered tor years. 1 have used only two bottles,
and already leel myself a new man.
DR. .). W. CARTER.
Respectfully,

5wG0sp

(**,?"uhD Belfast,

GEO

Ladles want in MILLINERY

New Man!

A Source of Great

at Law!

Sack and Dress

the urine. The mouth is clammy, or has a
bitter taste. Other frequent symptoms are
waterbrasli, palpitation of the heart, headache, and
disorders ot the senses, as seeing double, &e. There
is general debility, languor, and aversion to motion;
dejection of the spirits, disturbed sleep, and frightful dreams.

Myself

JOHNSON,

;k 10 Main

GRAND OPENING

ness of
sour or

a

E.

Attorney

Mrs. E. R. JOHNSON & Miss JACKSON

SYMP'lOMS—Want of appetite, rising of tood
stomach, acidity of the stomach,
heartburn, dryness and whiteness ol the tongue in
the morning, sense of distension in the stomach and
bowels, sometimes rumbling and pain; costiveness,
which is occasionally interrupted by diarrhoea; pale-

SHIP

Unsurpassed.

prevails,

rendered harmless and the wounded are

healed without

It is because DAVIS' PAIN KILLER is what it
claims to be a Reliever ot Pain.

an

their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites
are

WHY IS THIS SO?

rheumatism,

neuralgia, lock-jaw. palsy, sprains, swellings,

the world began.

It is the constant companion and inestimable friend
of the missionary and the traveler, on the sea or
land, and no one should travel on our Lakes or
Rivers without it.
Since the PAIN-KILLER was first introduced,
and met with such extensive sale, many Liniments,
Reliefs, Panaceas, and other Remedfes have been
offered to the public, but not one of them has attained the truly enviable standing ot the PAIN

EMPORIUM!
MXXiLXXTER'7!

and wind from the

Feel

G.

LADIES’

Have

Mick

from no other cause than having worms in the
stomach.
BROWN S VERMIFUGE COMFITS
will destroy Worms without injury to the child, being perfectly WHITE, and free from all coloring or
other usurious ingredients usually used in worm

Nettings l It Fittings.

DYSPEPSIA.

PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
Belfast, Wednesday, .July 16, 1873.

KILLER.

gone, its effects

produced

This

South Berwick, Me., Jan. 17, 1872.
II. R. Stevens, Esq. :
Dear Sir—I have had Dyspepsia in its worst form
for the last ten years, and have taken hundreds of
dollars worth of medicine without obtaining any
In September last 1 commenced taking
relief.
Vegetink, since which time my health has steadily
improved. My food digests well, and I have gained
fifteen pounds of flesh. There are several others in
this place taking the Vegetine. and all have obtained
relief
Yours truly.
THOMAS E. MOORE,
Overseer ol the Card Room, Portsmouth Co.’s Mills.

BELFAST

1840.

Centaur Liniment.
There is

Gamed 15 Founds of Flesh. FISHERMEN!

Very respectfully,

cordially invite the assistance and co-operation
of ail men who desire political reform.

was

j

.1

unqualified approval; and that we
our nominees a hearty
support, and

A11 old wine bibber says that an
empty champagne bottle is like an orphan because il has
lost its pop.

HAS

he steamer < Tty ot Richmond is doing a tine
Since the above was in type the murbusines- ilii- season.
The route is a popular derer has been arrested.
one with travellers, who know that
every at- |
Lives Lost in the Fisheries. The
eution is given to their comfort and
safety,
iiuin- between Portland and Boston make Cape Ann Advertiser says ihat in compiling and collecting the statistics for the
connection with the boat, passengers
go- “Fisherman’s Memorial and Record Book”
ing from tie east
Boston
reaching
at ten o’clock
it finds that there have been lost from
u the
evening.
Gloucester since 1830—a period of lortyI hen were gathered one
two and a half years—twelve hundred and
ompany if
persons, whose united ages
amounted l<» 4<j.» years. The
company were as
follows
Martin P. White and wile, aged respectively 71 and V i; Mrs. Susan Uilmore, aged

this Convention

the “Call” issued lor

body.

I

■

ments ot
meet an
pledge to

I he

Udderzook cannot be found. He is, or
until lately, on the Baltimore police
force, is young and has red whiskers. The
object of the murder unquestionably was
No clothes were found on the
Mis. Lizzie Sheldon White, wife of H. F. plunder.
White, ot Bay Ciiy, Mich., and daughter of dead man except his shoes. It is reported
d. G. P. Sheldon of Kalamazoo, died on the that the man was known to have a considerable sum ot money on his person.
th, at the residence ot Bishop Clarkson, at
limbs were buried in a separate
* bnaha.
She was on her way home from Santa Several

he hou-i

heartily eudorse
all tile educational and moral efforts put forth
in behalf of Temperance, and
acknowledge aud
rejoice in the success of such means, yet none
the less do we favor and insist upon the
impartial and rigid enforcement of the law, for the
purpose of reaching those who are beneath the
reach of moral influence, and for the needed
protection of persons and property.
Resolved—That the declarations and sentiwe

Banks fail, and men

PAIN-KILLER!

of Mrs. Joseph Mason, of Jackson,
vv*- burned on
Friday, together with most of
tie turuiture.
No one was iu the house at the
line. \hMason having gone for a few mindev to a neighbor’s, and the cause ot the tire
is
mknown.
Insured for $600 iu the Home
of
New York.

night recently at
Martin P. White, or. High street,

Resolved—That while

—

I he house

spent the last few
months for the bentit ot her health.

serts.

—

Another hank gone up.

abscond, but Greene’s Oxygenated Bitters
tail, nor desert us. No alcohol. Cure
dyspepsia and indigestion. .Sold by druggists,
*c„ at $1 per bottle. John F. Henry, s & 9
College Place, New York.
never

Tests

-■

had

repealed.
Resolved—Tlmt we recognize the great truth
that the right should always be striven for
rather titan mere success, aud we pledge ourselves collectively and individually to absolutely discountenance every sort of political trading, wire-pulling aud place-seeking, and we
demand solely houestv aud capability in official
positions, regardless of so-called political de-

A young uan at a ir. tsie'l pa...7 being „c'.d 1.
out the ohl lyre” brought out his moth-

bring

^

Ua\-

Barbary, Cal., where she

we, citizens ol Aroostook county, in mass
convention of the People's Reform
Party assembled, believe and proclaim as our firm conviotiou, that no honest citizen should knowingly follow any political party or leader beyond
the bounds of strict integrity. That from the
earliest to the present period of our Government, the tendency of every party in long continued power has, through its leaders, been towards extravagance and
oppression, culminating in the most flagrant wrongs.
Such has
been the history of the Democrat
party: such
is the history of the
Republican party of to-day.
As in the past, so in the future,
wroiigs will increase; promises will be broken; platform aud
pledges will he ignored; and the most sacred
oaths of office will he violated, until the
people
shall cast aside party shackles, and
effectually
rebuke all violation of public faith, The causes
and issues that heretofore divided the
great
political parties in this nation having been
settled by the events of the war and the constitutional amendments, aud passed into
history,
it only remains now to secure the faithful execution ot the laws, and the adoption of such
measures as will but conduce to the welfare ot
the nation. Therefore
Resolved—That we emphatically condemn
the recent course of the National Administration and Congress, for violation of solemn
pledges, for corrupt legislation, for disregard of
the rights of the people, for failure to secure
the promised civil service reform and for the
•‘Credit Mobilier” and “Salary Grab” frauds*
and that we will with voice, vote and
influence^
strive to elevate into power only upright men.
aud to secure a purer administration of
public
affairs.
Kesolved—1 hat however much any
party
may claim to have accomplished as a party, the
sacrifices of the country and of the dead and
living heroes ol the war, can make no vicarious atonement for
present political sins.
Resolved—That the removal and exclusion of
disabled veterans of the war from office in
County, State and Nation tor no other reason
than that they are too honest to obey the mandates ot corrupt politicians, is not
“holding
the soldiers and sailors, whose valor saved the
Nation, in the undying honor” so often and so
deservedly pledged to their services and sacririces.
Resolved—That the recent action of a salary
grabbing Congress in depriving the newspapers
ot the country, of free circulation in
counties
where published and of free
exchange, is oppressive aud unjust and prejudicial to the intellectual needs of the people, and should he

‘‘

er-in-law.

Philadelphia. July 14. A most hor- hitable C. Kingsbury, lata ol
Franktort, Eieazer
rible murder has just come to light at Kingsbury, Jr., Administrator; Samuel
Burgess,
ilennerville, Penn., township, Chester late of Searsmont, Albert Burgess, Administrator,
Thirty Year* E\per/euce of an old
county. On the 30th of June a strange de bonis non ; George A. Pierce, late ot Frankfort,
Yurse.
man stopped at the hotel of the
village, George Pierce, Administrator; Charles Turner, late
Mira. Winslow'* Mouthing Myrup ia the
saying that he had come from Baltimore ol Stockton, Julia C. Turner, Administratrix; prescription of one of the best Female Physicians aud Nurses in the United States, and has been
and was an agent, but giving no name. A linon M. Gordon, late ol Thorndike, John
Gordon, used for thirty years with never failing safety and
He was in appearance not over 30, with Administrator; Stephen Knowlton, late of
Belmont, success by millions ol mothers and children, from
black whiskers.
The following day a William A. Morrill, Administrator; Eli W. Moore, the feeble infant of one week old to the adult. It
team driven by one Win. E. Udderzook late ol Franklort, Malissa M. Moore, Administra- corrects acidity oi the stomach, relieve? wind colic,
regulates the bowels,and gives rest,health aud comstopped at the tavern and the agent was trix; William Butman, late of Searsport, James P. fort to mother aud child. We believe it to be the
invited by Udderzook to take a ride. He Butman, Administrator; Eben Seavey, late of Sears- Best and Surest Remedy in the World, in all cases ot
DYSENTERY and DIARRHOEA IN CHILDREN
accepted and they went away together. port, Kben W. Seavey, Executor; Nelson Alien, whether it arises trom Teething or lrom any other
The team had been hired by Udderzook late oi Montville, Charles N. Allen, Executor,
cruse.
Full directions for using will accompany
Guardian* Appointed—George W, Dow, over each bottle. None Genuine unless the lac-simile ot
at Parkenburg and he returned it in the
CURTIS & PERKINS is on the outside wrapper.
evening when the person who took charge minor children oi Sarah A. Dow, 1 »te of Prospect; Sold by all Medicine Dealers.
lylsp
Nehemlah
of it remarked that there was blood on the
Smart, over John B. Dougherity, minor
heir
oi
John
Udderzook made a plausible
Dougherity, late of Searsmont.
wagon.
BATCHELORJS HAIR DYE.
explanation and immediately left the ofLicense to Sell Real Estate on Estates
This
splendd Hair Dye is the best in the world.
Mary E. F. Murry, late ot Belfast; minor heirs
The strange man was
neighborhood.
The only Truej and Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable
of .Sophia Jackson, late of Montville.
never afterward seen alive.
and instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridicuOn Friday
Inventories Filed on Estates of—LillianM.
lous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill eflast it was noticed that a large number of
fects of bad dyes and washes. Produces I mm edi
buzzards were hovering about the woods Lowell, a minor; William Keating, Jr., iate ol atkly a superb
Black or Natural Brown, and
within a short distance ot the turnpike Searsmont; Charles Gordon, late of Searsport; leaves the hair clean, soft and beautiful.
between the village of Cochranville and Edward R. Roberts, a minor; Ella H. Blake, a The genuine signed W. A. Batchelor. Sold by all
minor; John B. Dougherity, late of Searsmont; Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR Prop.,N. V.
Penningtonville.
Iyl9sp
The man who observed it at length went Martha A. Douglass, late of Monroe.
Accounts Allowed on Estates of—Nathaniel
to the place and tound unearthed the head
and body of a man, and his arms and legs Patterson, late of Belfast; R. L. Keen, late of Mont- SJ
3
ville; Samuel Doe, late of Winterport; Lucy A.
which were separate from the body.
He
late ol Palermo; S. I. Barker, late of
Wood,
Troy;
gave notice to the neighborhood and the Robert
the
of
Hills, late of Belfast; Caroline Brawn, a Time
horribly mutilated body was eventually minor; Nettie aud Oscar
minors.
Farington,
recognized as that of ihe stranger who
Estates Represented Insolvent
Rhoda
Over
had been stopping at Jennerville. A
jury Patterson, late of Stockton; Mary E. F. Murry, late
was empanelled
the
Coroner
by
of Belfast.
Deputy
PERRY DAVIS’
but the verdict was'sealed and not handed
Wills Probated—Adam W.
Weed, ol Sear*over to the Coroner.
mont: William W. Sheldon late of Palermo.
The murdered man was stabbed in three
or lour places, his throat cut and both
been tested in ever y variety oi climate, and
Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
arms and both legs severed close to the
by almost every nation known to Americans.

aturday a horse ran away with a carobtaining some ladies and a driver, and

«>n
age

►aii

Woodcoi I. has

colleges,

at

the

Another Horrible Murder!

put out.

locality.

RESOLUTIONS.

crew.

VV.-have received from Charles H.
Havens,
'ton. a very neat and convenient
pocket map
M< o-ehead Lake,
engraved from recent survit must be indispeusible to tourists to

B

dozen

by

Last, but

crews

•4.!. Joseph Walnut, ol Searsport.

a

a

in

great deal of attention among
and the public. The crews are
spot engaged in daily practice.

way, are not

by

do

be rowed

notice of the Bowdoin crew, who.

the yard ol < ‘apt William
McGilvery, at
earsport. the Keel ot a vessel of 375 feet has
m
been laid, she will be commanded

They might

to

The New York Herald has the

new

lemples

the

on

i/i

'*

a

oarsmen

engine purchased of the city of Bath
unpuny No. 2, arrived on Tuesday. It is
wiy handsome and powerful Button machine,
-hicli >11it" flic boys exactly.

~1:'

a

College Regatta,

students of halt

K

I t,-

ever

Springfield, and participated

ue

'•»

who has

the

j

V

'•

Girls.

lived in Washmajority ot the
female clerks come ttom the best families
ot the country. It was in the treasury that
Gov. Fairchild ot Wisconsin found his
wite, and she was the beautiful daughter
ot a distinguished public man. The
present United states district
attorney for
South Carolina wooed and won the beautitul Alice Ingersoll (whose father once
occupied the high position of attorney
general of Maine.) from the office of the
controller ot currency, and I might go on
for pages telling who is and who has been
there.
Robert,!. Walker, once governor
of Mississippi, secretary of the
treasury
! and retained as an able lawyer in all
now
has
a fair
prominent cases,
young
daughter, who has recently become an
and
is
her
own
orphan,
earning
support in
the internal revenue. Mrs. Mary Johnson, daughter of Col. Albert, who for a
long series of years was head of the topographical bureau, has for ten years been
a
clerk in the treasury. Her husband
was consul to Horence, aud died there a
short time before the war. Not
long alter her father died, aud as she had two
sons to rear aud educate, she laid aside
all pride and became a government clerk,
or, to be precise, a female employe, tor
the civil service masters say, inasmuch as
women are not clerks, they cannot compete for the $1200, $1400, or any but
$9(JU j ositions. There is chivalry, justice
and all the high-flown sentiments of man
to woman expressed 1
Mrs. Johnson’s
boys are growing up to be worthy young
men, and the oldest is about entering the
naval school at Annapolis.”
one

ington but knows that

a

v

Treasury

Houlton.
For County Commissioner,
Ivory B.
Gerry of Sherman.
For County Treasurer, Henry P. Cochran of New Limerick.
Tno Convention unanimously
passed
the following

our

are

“No

have beeu very quiet for ten
days
Kvervbmlv is at home haying.

"fleets

;•

of

in, and have graduated from,
Treasury department at Washington :

roving Gvp-ies are encamped at
Kiver, iu-t below the city.

-I

one

exchanges we clip the
lollowing flattering notice of the girls

to build the

band of

•;

an

stayed hostilities. After enjoying a good laugh,
they all went to bed with a determination on
the part of the boarder never to
attempt window ingress again.

are

apples, properly called eholera bullets,
the market.

vv
ii»

1

dumped

on Spring
interesting

street was the cause of
The Aroostook Reform Movement.
item on Saturday night
The
last. It happened in this way—a boarder re“People's Reform Party” of Aroostook County met in Convention at
turning home after the family had retired and
Bridgewater last
the doors locked, in his innocence, raised a
Thursday. E. A. Lowe of
window and crawled iu. The man of the house Hodgilon, presided, and C. T. Daniels of
Presque Isle, A. G. Fenalson, of Dalton,
who slept in an adjoining room, heard the peraud Charles Kidder, of
Bridgewater, were
formance, and mistook him for a burglar. On chosen Secretaries. Addresses
were made
jumping out of bed he was seized with a fit of by E. A. Lowe, Isaac Hacker, N. Fessentemporary insanity and went for the supposed den, arul John Burnham.
The following nominations were made:
assassin with vengeance iu his eye and a cudgel
For Senator, Isaac Hacker of Fort Fairin his hand.
Ill vain the terrified boarder
shouted, declaring his identity, but of no avail. field.
For Sheriff, Jas. P. Burnham, of HoulEight here is where the woman spoiled it.
ton.
Eecognizing the voice or her boarder she went
For Clerk of Courts, Jas, F. Holland of
to his assistance, and just in time,
too, and

spoiling

half gone.

FANCY HAIR
G. W. BURKETT & CO..

Hayford Block,

Church St.,

FINS, &c.,
Yours

BELFAST.

&c.

Our real hair switches are imported and of the
very best quality and at the lowest prices.

Respectfully,
B. F. WELLS.

The

Widow of

The Devastation.

Nain.

“The only son of his mother, and she

Travellers going to Europe this summer
the way of Queenstown will have an
Tim dust on their samlals lay heavy and white, by
to see what is supposed to be
1'!toir garments were damp with the tears of opportunity
the most formidable ship-of-war now
the night,
i’h Ir hot feet aweary and throbbing with
pain, afloat. The famous Devastation, which
A" they entered the gates of the
has been for four years building, is now
city of Nain.
at last com}; lete and ready for trial.
She
Hut lo! on the pathway a sorrowing throng
Pressed, mournfully chanting the fuueral song. made the trip across the Irish sea, from
And. like ri >ad monotone, ceaseless and slow. Portsmouth to
Bantry bay, in safety, enThe voice of a woman came laden with woe.
counter-ng, however, only short waves
What need stricken mothers, to te how she and light winds.
She has now been waitwept?
ing tor several weeks, and at this season
vc:ul
the
that
hath
sorrow
by
vigils
kept,
V*
of the year may not improbably wait for
Ye know by the travail of
anguish and pain,
several weeks longer, for an opportunity
The desolate grief of the widow of Nain.
to test her seaworthiness in a real AtlanA- Ho who was first of the wayfaring men
tic storm. With the-fate of the turretAdvanced, the mute burden was lowered, and
ship Captain fresh in their memory, not
then
\' he touched the white grave-clothes that
only the admiralty, but the whole nation,
covered the bier,
feel no small degree of anxiety and a
I lu bearers shrank back, but the mother drew
lurking distrust as to the result of the
near.
trial. Even in her trip in auiet water,
Her snow-sprinkled tresses had loosened their
though she behaved generally very well,
strands,
j
yet at times she pounded heavily upon the
ureat tears fell unchecked on the
tightly clasped ocean swell, and occasional^'
flung
hands;
Hut hushed the wild sobbing and stilled her “clods” of water weighing thirty or forty
cries,
tons upon her fore-deck.
Vet she is inJesus of Nazareth fitted his eyes.
tended not only for coast defence, but to
I .w* wet with
compassion as slowly they fell— serve in the channel, along the western
1 ves potent to sof>en
coast of Europe, in the Mediterranean and
grief’s tremulous swell,
sweetly and tender); “Weep not” he said,
even on this side of the Atlantic, accordAnd turned lo the passionless face of the dead.
ing to the naval needs of Great Britain.
White,white gleamed his forehead, loose rippled If she cannot do this, Mr. Goschen, the
the hair.
first lord of the admiralty,
Brouze-tinted, o'er temples transparently fair; that she will be a failure. acknowledges
And
glory stole up from the earth to the skies,
To judge by the descriptions given in
lit called to the vo celess one,
“Young man,
arise!*’
the reports and newspapers, the vessel is
Her armament
Th«- hard, rigid outlines grew' fervid with indeed a fearful monster.
consists of four thirty-five ton rifled guns,
breath.
I be dull c\es unclosed from the midnight of mounted fourteen ieet above the water
deal 11;
line, in turrets cased in 12 to 14 inch
V\ <ep. weep, happy mother, and fall at Mis feet;
armor plates, and revolving so as to sweep
l..ir
pale, blighted promise grown bodeful and the
sea on every side.
She can be prosweet.
as a ram, and her speed lor this
The morning had passed, and the mid lay heats pelled
purpose is estimated as high as at the
burned:
rate of sixteen statute miles per hour.
• M
e more to the
pathway the wayfarers turned.
II
conqueror of king'* had been conquered In two minutes she can describe a halfagain;
circle, that is she can right-about-face, or
I :.ere w:t> joy in the house of the widow of
turn her beak from due north to due
Nain.
a

widow.”

!

south

To

Stella

in

Heaven.

i have seen thee in my
1 have thought of thee by day.
\ n i an eye on me is beaming
In tin* distance far away,

dreaming,

this surprising speed.
On her
trial trip she made from 13.20 to 13.41
knots per hour : on the voyage to Queenstown she made between seven and eight
at

ikfo Irbbcrtistments.
THE VERY BEST FLAN
By

which you

can

obtain Life Insurance is the Low

Premium, All Cash, Stock Plan. It furnishes the
largest amount ot Insurance for a Igivcu sum oi
and definite, without
money. The contract is plain
complication, mystery, or uncertainty. The policy
is always worth its face, the premium never inIt is the most satislactory and economical
creases.
plan tor the insurant. The Travelers Insurant e
Company, of Hartford, Conn., grants Lilc InsurIts security is unance upon this excellent plan,
questioned. Apply to any Agt., or send tor Circular,
for the New

Agents Wanted

Epidemic & Contagious

Book,

Diseases

with the newest and best treatment lor all cases.
The only thofMgli Work of the kind in the world.
Embraces W—till Fox, Yellow Fever, t'liol
era and analogous diseases.
No Family Safe Without It. and all buy it. Has 24 chromatic illustrations.
The biggest chance of the season for agents, Address
H. S. GOODSPEED &CO.J47 TremontSt.,Boston.

WANTED!

F'or Sale!
r

r

r

Advertising is

r
r
Salve which
r

a

draws customers.

Advertising

is like the celebrated

magnetic
stone;
everybody and
his wife right up to the point.
You might as well try to make
it draws

dead

a

to
a

man

swim up stream

keep people

from

as

buying of

liberal advertiser. This is the
of every

experience
has tried it.
for this

man

The best medium

vicinity is the REPUB-

THE

give better

SALE.—A large body of Timber and Iron
Ore Lands in Middle Pennsylvania; estimated
to cut 60,000,000 feet of sound white oak, white and
yellow pine and hemlock. On and near floating
streams, with steam saw-mill, boom, etc., on the Susquehanna. Apply to P, W. SHEAFKR,Pott8vilIe,Pa

FOR

ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY
OF CUBA.
Prospectus for 1873 now ready. Address GEORGE
UPHAM, No. 9 Weybos9et Street. Providence, R.l.
4~
per day f Agents wanted! All
classes of working people, of
ill
either sex, young or old, make more money at work
for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than
Address U.
Particulars free.
at anything else.
STINSON 4 CO., Portland, Maine.

$0

Per Week MM CAWH

to Agents.
Everything furnished and expenses paid.
A, COULTER 4 CO., Charlotte, Mich.

EQUITABLE
Ij I F E

THE FLORENCE & HOWE

SUBSCRIBER wishing to close out
business in Belfast, offers bis entire stock
sale, consisting of Stoves, Tin-Ware, &c., &c.,
cluding Tools, Shop and Store.
The above is well located and presents a good

THE

lor any one wishing
portunity
business in

to carry

on

his
for
in-

to call and settle

immediately.

House for Sale.

V
r

The house ell and barn on High
st. owned by the subscriber, half a
mile below the P.O. It is a story and a half .well built,
about eight rooms, good water and half an acre of
land. Said house will be sold at a bargain. Apply
to Henry M. Burgess, opposite the premises.
.JAMES S. SYLVESTER.
Belfast, .Tune 10,187:5—6w50*

Farm for Sale.
The Subscriber otters for sale the
Elliot Farm, so called, situated on
the old stage road from Frankfort Village to North
Searsport, about three miles from the former place.
This Farm contains 195 acres ot land; cut last year
25 tons of hay; has an excellent orchard, raised last
season 200 bushels ot grafted fruit of nice quality ;
has 75 acres of young hard wood growth; has excellent pasture, is well fenced, has a meadow bearing a
good quality of grass, and with little expense can be
much improved; good buildings, an excellent well
of water. Price $2,2u0. Possession can be given
immediately. For further particulars inquire ot the
subscriber at West Winterport.
B. PLUMMER.
W. Winterport, April 17Lb, 1873.—tf42
—

Valuable

Property

for Sale I

factory
repaired.

!
Assets, 1873.
$21,000,000 00.
Income,.
8,500,00u00.
17.
Surplus, Jan. 1st, 1873,
2.520,090
Sum Assured during 1872, )
r.
And all other Patriotic Air? sound best on the
ol,Jll,0,JW.
(New Business.'
i
Superior Instruments to be purchased at the well
The Society issues al! the most desirable Forms
known store of .J, C. Haynes & Co., where
of Life and Endowment Policies, on which DividFULL BRASS BANDS,
ends will be paid annually.
•=
FULL ORCHESTRAS,
QUADRILLE BANDS,
Also policies on
QUINTETTE ORCHESTRAS.

1873. Arrangement for the Season of 1873.

HEMMING,
FELLING,
CORDING,

TWO STEAMERS ON TEE ROUTE'

Lbraiding,

TUCKING,

RUFFLING,
FAGGOTTING,

FOUR

QUILTING and
EDGE STITCHING,*
DONE AT SHORT NOTICE by a nice operator on
the Florence Sewing Machines, at most reasonable

TRIPS

PER

WEEK

S T E A M E I:

prices.

GARMENTS
Of all kinds CUT AND MADE TO ORDER.
Par
ticular attention paid to the making of GENTS
SHIRTS AND LADIES’ UNDER GARMENTS.
STAMPING for BRAIDING and EMBKOI Dr.«

Done.
Agency for BUTTERICIv’S PAPER PATTERNS
GARMENTS. A large assortment ot Spring
8tyles just received.
CARTER’S PERFECTED II EMMERS.
The

CAMBRZ DGE

OF

Best Dress Goods and Flannel Hemrnei in the market. TRY IT, PRICE $1.00.
Attention is called to LITTLE’S NEEDLE
SHARPENER, POLISHER and CASE combined,
for sharpening and polishing all kinds of needles,
and to the CRESENT BUTTON-HOLE CUTTrR,
cutting any size button-hole. Examine them.
The best quality ot Cotton, Silk, Oil, Needles and
attachments for all kinds oi Sewing Machines kept
constantly on hand.

WOPES every Evening

until

.TO

o'clock.

W.

Society!

-FOR-

BOSTON & LOWELL

For Sale on LIBERAL
and EASY TERMS.
9 Machine Stitching of all
I kinds, such as

A. D. FRENCH.

A Tavern Stand situated in Brooks
Village —The Our House —with
stable in connection and about one
acre of land on which is valuable
young orchard of grafted lruit. This
120 Broailnay, Ie« York.
is the most desirable location in the Village.
Also
one GRIST MILL and one SAW MILL,
The best
privilege in the Village together with the land,
This Society does business upon the all cash mu- I yards and conveniences attached. Desirable location
or mill ot any description.
tual plan and divides ALL the net protits thercot I tor a
Grist mill
Will be sold at a bargain it applied
newly
among its policy holders.
During each ot the years 1809,1870, 1871 and 1872, 1 for soon. If not sold at private sale, will be put up
at auction on October 4th. Terms reasonable.
it transacted more New Business than any other
3mosl
Life Insurance Company in the world.
N. HILLS, Brooks, Maine.

Assurance

Ill

opthe stove

Belfast.
A. D. FRENCH.
Belfast, April 10, 1873,
tf40
Persons indebted to the subscriber are requested

who

LICAN JOURNAL.

I General and Local Agents, lor
-the Bartram Sewing Machine,
made at Danbury, Conn. The
stillest, fastest and easiest
Lock-Stitch, Straight Needle
We
Machine in the market.
terms than any other
company. Address
JOHN A. DODGE,
General Agent,
Danbury, Conn.

r

K.

MORIIOI, Agent.
aO main Street.

(Up Stairs) Over Carle & MorisouD Hardware Store
134
Belfast, Me.

J

Caiil
30 Years of trial lias proved to be
the best healing and puiu uubdUin tho World.
Liniment
lug

After

IV

Mill IftOI

S T l\ A M K l

*

It is reoommendo 1 with unbound* d assurance
iuall. ases of Cuts, Bruises. Burns, Hpraina, iiheumatism. Hard Swellings, Bites, chilblain*. Stiffness of the Joints, 1 ruaeu Feet, Ears, Ac., Ac.,
among all persons, nud t.-r Sprains. Founders,
Riug-bouf.Vull-evil, Scratches, Wiud-p alls. Hoof-ale,
Spavins. Spring-halt, Saddle, Collar and Harness
Galls; also diseases of the Eye and Ear in

Horses, Mules

or

Cal tie.

A QUIET DOMESTIC !
A DOMESTIC BLESSING!
A

DOMESTIC
A

LUXURY !

DOMESTIC NECESSITY!

....

HAIL COLUMBIA

....

THE "LIGHT RUNNING”

“DOMESTIC”

WILL ALSO
Cure Neuralgia. Rheumatism, Gout, Eamo Back,
Salt-rheum, l'oisouous Bites. External Bone uad
Muscle Affections, Sore Nipples, Ac., and may bo
termed the panacea for all

justly

EXTERNAL WOUNDS.
knots.
*-*• r-f*—•
_.4
1 lie Devastation is propelled by two
Remember, this Liniment di»l not
c* *5* 5^
FEMALE
MALE
OR
►a*
tiffeDI/ftilfi Ol ACC
N
® CD £
spring up in it day or it your, producing
separate screws driven by double cylin- IvJIllUnw ULRuw $60 a week guaranteed.
BANDS OF FOUR,
P O
CD
THE MUST ABSURD ANT* V NNATURAL Cl’HFS CLAIMED
l'ht cloud that float" above me
or evening;
at
home,
day
employment
The Tontine Dividend Plan! and all similar organizations will be furnished, not
ders and separate engines. Either screw Respectable
But
by New-Born and Mi .-osuoom Liniments.
l akes the likeness of thy form
no capital required; full instructions and valuable
w P ,-. t>r
alone is capable of propelling her. It package
we have tho experience o 1' ov*r thirty join
only with the best Instruments, but with Instrucof good sent free by mail. Address, with
d
<j /:
cd
say dost thou still love me
first introduced by this Society, and
and
5^.
substantial
results,
Books
to
learn
Music
to
most
tion
on
tho
by
of
with
them,
trial,
play
them,
six cent return stamp, M. YOUNG & CO., 173
was at first intended to make of her a
o V3
a realm that knows not storm?
ro
extra Strings, Reeds, &c., to go with them, and all
a multitude of" itnosses.
mastless vessel, but lately one mast has Greenwich St., N. Y.
« ©
needed Materials lor their repair.
tho
as
recommended,
If tin- Linimcntis not
4J g
Highly Recommended & Endorsed
Where the crystal streams are rolling
been put into her. The change, however,
mm —m mm ABEITH WAITEDfor our Miw
J. C. HAYNES & CO.,
I hromth amaranthine bowers—
3 S
w
Hi K !•' \ VOIM I I S I K \ M | K*
Charts, Books and Pictures, to- not only by the most eminent experts in Lite Insur- (Op. the Court Uouse.) 33 Court
no means gives general satisfaction.
Maps,
by
St., Boston.
l'uheard the death-bell tolling
§ ^^getner with Sewing Silk, Linen Thread, ance, but
£- w o p»
The mast is necessarily to some extent in Ladies'
Caskets and Golden Pens. $100 to $200
A" in this world of ours:—
CITY OF
the way of the guns, and prevents their cleared per month by good, active men or women.
Where the form, divinely moulded,
2
the Leading Business Men and Firms
Do not be imposed upon by using any other
Apply at once (by stamp) to D. L. GUERNSEY, By
N never laid to rest,
B a n
a complete circle with their
< ai»i. i
u i a.it
controlling
Liniment claiming the name properties or result,-.
N.
H.
Concord,
•‘Pub,”
V\ nh die pale hands
in the United States.
meekly folded
tire. Neither is it conceivable that the
Top *<
They are a cheat and a fraud. Bo sure and
Manufacturers of and Wholesale Dealers in Plane
VVill leave Railroad Wluri, Port land, m .t- M •: s
On the frozen, pulseless breast.
This Society has earned and reserved FORTY’We cure the habit permanently .cheap,
nothing but
and Fancy
mast can do much good ; it would be of
k
Wednesday and l,’rida> evening at !
FIFTY PER CENT. SA VED!
quick, without suffering or incon- KOl.'R PER CENT, on the premiums paid on its
tor litngor.t
meneing Wednesday, Vj.ril
*
sa\ dost thou remember
slight use as an aid to the two engines;
venience. Describe your case. Ad- Life Policies and FORTY PER CENT, on Endow- CONFECTIONERY,
FOREIGN FRUITS,
‘•il Kockland,Camden ,1 in •olnv ilU*,!’.--It:*-!, s« ar
;
ment
When first 1 called thee mine,
which
have
dress
S.
G.
M.
been
Policies,
issued within the
and in the rare chance of both engines
ARMSTRONG,
1>., j
Sandy Point, I*u«-k-port, U nit, rport .nd II unpd.-i..
No power is so costly as that of human muscle
TOBACCO AND CIGARS, WRAPPING
* *r
last live years on the TONTINE PLAN.
pienched i> love’s bright ember.
ami fifty per cent, ol the power
Returning will leav. Hanvor everv Mondav. \\ .-.i
the “skeeliest skipper” EATERS. Berrien Spring, Michigan.
down,
breaking
ft. run
%
required
In the home that now i> thine?
nesday ami Friday morning'
i-ek. t'-uehn,
Sewing-Machine may be saved by using the
fttr Sold by all Druggists and (ensu
^Examine Che Tontine Plan before
PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR & MOLAS
would hardly expect to carry such a craft
*
i ti- lo. d that floats above me
at tile above named indie.
n
m
i• •,;
Stokes at
tar beneath the meagre amount of canvas
SES CORN CAKES, CORN
at 5 o’clock, 1‘, M.
vonr life.
l akes the likeness of thy form,
"i
iiiNiiring
BELFAST
“LIGHT RUNNING”
of Koss .Sc Sturdivant, I .'-J < ‘ominerciai St r* d.
SOc. and $1 per Bottle.
v dost thou still love me
he could spread. The first plan was to
25c.,
CANDY, COCOANUTS, &C.
< Y IM S STUIMM VAM.i
FRANK E. NYE,
Agent.
l
a r» aim that knows not storm?
Nuik-k si/.r. ov Buttle, Style, Ao.
« Y IM S
give to the vessel a carrying capacity for
l*A ! I !M;>. >.\
\ -. 111 tor it. lla-t.
fuel alone of 1600 to 1700 tons.
Port land Apri!
1
But the
Gen’l Agent for Central Me., Augusta, Me. comer
and
LYON MFG. CO
addition of unexpected weight in other
IT MAKES
THE
Beg leave to inform their friends and the public
I. M. BOARDMAN,
rendered
now
that
are
to
I h Sri VMM
Calling the Dead.
an
wait
in
parts
generally
they
prepared
upon
necessary
economy
them at short notice.
ALL ORDERS BY MAIL
LOCK STITCH
weight somewhere. This could be effectSENTENCED
TO
BE
Agent for Waldo Co., Office No. 19 Main St. PROMPT I Y ATTENDED TO.
With the least and most simple machinery of
1,1'. \V 1 ST( ) N •
any
Everybody will remember that Matilda ed nowhere save in the fuel, and now she
T. L. MACE.
SHUTTLE Sewing-Machine. It., therefore,WEARS
BFLT AST,
MAINE.
Caiil. < 11 a s. L>ki
ib ion. the actress, while in California is expected to
in
tf41
A.
A.
HURD.
LESS than any any other, and combines, with its
carry 1400 tons, and it is
Will loavi* Railroad Wlnr!. Portland.
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uiic wars since, married a
remarkable simplicity and ease of running, great
lawyer popu- not quite certain that she will not be
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quietness ol operation with a wonderful range of
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known as “Harry Byrne,” from over-weighted even with that amount.
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work. We are also Agents for the improved
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establishment having enlarged
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Miss in comparison to being sentenced to a lilt
I Ma
Machine.
Wc sell on very liberal terms. Don’t
subsequently parted. Upon his The 1700 tons was supposed to be suffi- and improvedknown
its works, is now prepared to lill
time ol misery, and every young or middle-aged
wort,
LS
fail to call and examine.
death a rear or two ago, Miss Heron cient to enable her to remain at sea
thirty- orders in its line in a superior manner.
man or woman is sure to receive the above sentence
Returning will
M-m, i.
Marhai-port « v*
wet t
to San Francisco in the
and Thursday ninruim'< a
POTE & QUIMBY.
who does not profit by the warnings contained in
lock, irrr.iv.;.
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tin4•ninviin
new book entitled “Lectures on Spermatorrhoea
wild :»i,i:,
Belfast Dec. 13.—ti24
Steam
of All Kinds
uring a portion at least of the band- construction have, it is claimed, increased
man Night Tri.n
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M. •,
or .Seminal Weakness, Impotence, Onanism, MasI
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The most remarkable instrument ever perfected;
property he was said to have lelt, in her speed; also, by an unusual'and sinPoston.
or Self Abuse and all diseases of the Sexturbation,
of
the
most
beautiful
musical
capable
effects, and in
which effort, we believe, she failed. gular piece of
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ual Organs." It is the only work published by reliaK*
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good luck, her engines Built and Repaired, and Repairing work neatly and
the most elegant cases.
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ble medical authority on the above disease-, which
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developed upwards of a thousand expeditiously done.
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It contains information
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Composition
I will send (free) recipe for my VEGETABLE
eloquent tor. Thus her speed is a knot and a quarsee them, and hear their
should
should know. Don’t fail to send tor it. Sent to any
BALM,
Black Worms, Blotches,
enius as an advocate. Among the
ter more than was calculated
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Pimples,
many
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freckles, Moths, Tan and all Diseases of the Skin, address, in -oaled envelopes, upon receipt of lucent*,
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